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Foreword

Lieutenant Colonel Derek Jones wrote this School of Advanced Military 
Studies award-winning comprehensive study of clandestine cellular 

networks and the effect on counterinsurgency operations in 2008 while 
a student at the School of Advanced Military Studies, Fort Leavenworth, 
Kansas. Consequently, his monograph, although timeless in its discussion 
and analysis of clandestine cellular networks, was drafted years before the 
May 2011 operation against Osama bin Laden that resulted in his death. 
Therefore, the paper does not address the impact on such organizations 
from the death of its most charismatic leader. His monograph does provide, 
however, a theoretical, doctrinal, and operational understanding of the form, 
function, and logic of clandestine cellular networks resulting in valuable 
insight and understanding of the complex nature of these organizations. 
As the world’s societies have migrated into the urban areas, according to 
Lieutenant Colonel (LTC) Jones, the urban guerrilla, underground, and 
auxiliaries, all operating as clandestine cellular networks, have become 
increasingly important, especially the core members of the movement 
within the underground. His analysis presents the problem from a Western 
military, and especially the counterinsurgent perspective pointing out that 
the primary components of these networks, the underground and auxiliary 
elements and the urban guerrillas, exist among and are drawn from the 
local population. As such, thus, they continually frustrate counterinsurgent 
operations.  Any misapplication of force by the counterinsurgent, in LTC 
Jones’s view, automatically delegitimizes the government’s efforts. 

LTC Jones answered the primary research question—what is the form, 
function, and logic of clandestine cellular networks? Although each insur-
gency is unique, underground clandestine cellular networks as the foundation 
of insurgent organizations are not, nor are their form, function, and logic. 
Since the dawn of society, clandestine cellular networks have been used to 
hide nefarious activities within the human terrain. While there has been 
an increased interest in the use of these types of networks since 9/11, few 
network theorists or counternetwork theorists and practitioners understand 
that these networks have a peculiar organizational form, function, and logic. 
LTC Jones points out that failure to understand the aspects of clandestine 
cellular networks has huge implications to both the way network theorists 
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study and model networks, as well as how network attack theorists recom-
mend defeating clandestine cellular networks.

The author provides several recommendations for the U.S. military to 
better understand the importance of clandestine cellular networks. First, 
he suggests that the U.S. military needs to conduct further research into the 
form, function, and logic of contemporary insurgencies, specifically those 
in Iraq, Afghanistan, and globally, focused on al-Qaeda and its associated 
movements. These studies should use the Special Operations Research 
Office products from the 1960s as a model for these efforts. The author 
recommends deploying researchers to Iraq and Afghanistan to interview 
former Sunni and Shi’a insurgents, such as the members of the Sons of Iraq, 
and detained insurgents, in order to develop an in-depth understanding of 
the local, as well as al-Qaeda and Iranian, methods of clandestine cellular 
network operations. 

Second, include a detailed discussion of the form, function, and logic 
of clandestine cellular networks, including the underground, auxiliary, and 
urban guerrillas, in the next version of both Field Manual 3-24 and Joint 
Publication 3-24, currently in draft, to increase the understanding of this 
organizational form.

Third, conduct comparative analysis of the form, function, and logic 
of clandestine cellular networks with current network and network attack 
methodologies to identify which network theories and network attack 
methodologies are truly feasible, acceptable, and suitable. Adjust current 
counternetwork operations—tactically, operationally, and strategically—
based on this analysis.  

Kenneth H. Poole, Ed.D. 
Director, JSOU Strategic Studies Department
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Author’s Note

This work is based on the author’s School of Advanced Military Studies 
(SAMS) monograph originally published in 2009.1   While maintaining 

its original thoughts and ideas, the author and the Joint Special Operations 
University (JSOU) staff have fully revised and edited the original academic 
work.2  Despite the revision, two related topics were not specifically addressed 
in this monograph, but warrant a short discussion up front in this author’s 
note. The first, and most significant, is the death of Osama bin Laden in May 
2011, and other key leaders in the weeks following, and the repercussions 
for the future of al-Qaeda (AQ). The second is the debate that has emerged 
as the result of the Obama administration’s reviews of the Afghan strategy 
since 2009, and the popular desire to replace “population-centric” counter-
insurgency operations with “enemy-centric” counterterrorism operations.3  
This thesis argues against the popular ideas that the death of bin Laden and 
other key leaders are decisive blows against AQ, and explains that clandes-
tine human networks—with their peculiar form, function, and logic—are 
inherently resilient to counterterrorism operations.  

First, within days of bin Laden’s death, commentators were hailing the 
event as the beginning of the end for AQ. An example of this line of think-
ing was Leon Panetta, former Director of the Central Intelligence Agency, 
and as of 1 July 2011, the Secretary of Defense who stated, “We’re within 
reach of strategically defeating al-Qaeda.”4  The subsequent deaths of other 
key AQ or AQ-related personalities in the weeks that followed seemed to 
further strengthen these ideas. While these views may be popular because 
they seem to signal a possible end of AQ and the “war on terror,” the fol-
lowing  thesis explains that clandestine cellular networks like AQ ultimately 
win by not losing—i.e. they reach their goals despite setbacks—leveraging  
their inherent form, function, and logic to ensure long-term survivability, 
viability, and resiliency. 

Clandestine cellular networks like AQ, which have shown their resil-
iency to counternetwork operations over the last decade, cannot be defeated 
simply by removing key leaders. Within a few short months after bin Laden’s 
death, this realization led key counterterrorism officials within the Obama 
administration to “reassess” these initial ideas of strategic defeat. When 
asked to comment on Secretary Panetta’s “strategic defeat” comments five 
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months later, President Obama’s counterterrorism adviser, John Brennan 
noted, “Obviously, the death of Osama Bin Laden marked a strategic mile-
stone in our effort to defeat [AQ]. Unfortunately, Bin Laden’s death, and 
the death and capture of many other [AQ] leaders and operatives, does 
not mark the end of that terrorist organization or its efforts to attack the 
United States and other countries.”5  As this thesis points out, successfully 
defeating a clandestine cellular network is difficult. This is further compli-
cated by the lack of understanding about clandestine cellular networks and 
Western misperceptions of what constitutes success and failures against 
these resilient networks.   

The Western perspective of defeat is largely bound by overemphasis on 
short-term gains, like the killing of insurgent leaders such as bin Laden. 
This short-sightedness is bound by news and political cycles, and the ability 
to maintain domestic support. That can change quickly at perceived fail-
ure or may wane over many years. The war on terror has provided a great 
example of these political cycles and the domestic exhaustion of a long-term, 
multi-front war against a non-state threat like AQ. The definition of defeat 
is much different for a clandestine organization. This is especially true for 
organizations like AQ that have appealing ideologies; a long-term, multi-
decade vision and strategy; and employ clandestine cellular structures that 
can absorb significant losses and setbacks in the short-term, but maintain 
enough of the organization to re-generate despite the losses. Defeat for 
organizations of this nature only comes when they are no longer able to 
regenerate and pursue their political agendas. Until such a time, even a few 
individuals can rebuild a formidable organization and continue to pursue 
their political goals. The strategic patience of these organizations means  
they are prepared to pursue their agendas for decades, which is difficult for 
the West to understand. If this thesis is correct, then AQ and similar groups 
that use clandestine cellular networks in the future will win by not losing, 
leveraging their organizational “form and function” to ensure their resiliency 
and survivability. Even losing leaders as significant as bin Laden will not 
have a long-term negative effect on a resilient organization, notwithstanding 
its short term psychological boost for the United States and the West.

Despite the U.S.’s successes in killing bin Laden and other AQ leaders, 
bin Laden had already successfully imparted his organizational vision and 
multi-decade strategy to the next generation of AQ aspirants. Based the 
gains made by AQ affiliates in Yemen, Somalia, North Africa, Pakistan, 
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Afghanistan, and even Iraq, AQ and its associated networks are still having 
success. It is success measured even by Western standards, in that the 9/11 
Commission Report noted that geographic safe havens are critical to AQ’s 
ability to execute catastrophic attacks.6   But more important, it is also 
success as measured by AQ—for whom success is measured by continued 
conflict throughout the caliphate boundaries, as well as by the economic 
drain imposed on the West as Western countries spend billions of dollars to 
protect infrastructure and citizens from terrorist attacks. This plays directly 
into AQ’s explicitly stated strategy, which hopes to lead the West—primarily 
the U.S.—to economic and political defeat and a return to isolationism, in 
order to set conditions for the re-establishment of the caliphate.7  As such, 
“the base”—the literal translation of al-Qaeda—is apt description for the 
organization designed to remain resilient, regenerate from its losses, and 
ensure its own long-term survival in order to reach its stated goals. Long-term 
for AQ and other historical insurgencies should be measured in decades, 
not Western news or election cycles. Because of this threat-based timeline, 
only time can tell if current U.S. successes against AQ will be long-lasting 
or short-term. 

This thesis is not alone in this assessment. Author and terrorism-analyst 
Daveed Gartenstein-Ross points out that “if there’s one thing the past ten 
years of the fight against jihadi groups has taught us, it is: Don’t believe 
the hype…. Underestimating al-Qaeda’s resilience has proven costly in the 
past.”8  Gartenstein-Ross goes on to highlight numerous examples of similar 
statements by senior officials since 9/11 after the capture or demise of what 
the West perceived as critical individuals to well-known clandestine cellular 
organizations such as the Iraqi insurgency, much like the previous Panetta 
example. Time has proven these past claims wrong. Despite sensational-
ized claims of success from the previous cases, they turned out to be only 
momentary losses for the relevant insurgent networks. Using the Iraqi Sunni 
insurgency as an example, counternetwork operations that led to the capture 
of Saddam Hussein and the killing of Abu Musab Zarqawi were similarly 
hailed as decisive events that experts at the time said spelled the end of the 
insurgency in Iraq.9   The fact that the insurgency continued for years after 
each death is a testament to overselling success in counternetwork opera-
tions against resilient clandestine cellular networks. 

If clandestine cellular networks are developed and protected correctly 
during execution of operations, the networks do not cease to operate when a 
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leader is killed as the two examples highlight. As this thesis notes, clandes-
tine cellular networks simply morph and adapt to new leaders, just as they 
morph and adapt to new terrain and operational environments. In some 
cases the networks are degraded, in others they are strengthened, but in 
both cases, they continue to fight on, winning by not losing. It is this “logic” 
of clandestine cellular networks—winning by not losing—which this thesis 
explains in detail and must be accounted for when counterinsurgent forces 
have near-term success and perceive the war has been won. 

The second related topic is on the applicability of a pure counterterror-
ism, or enemy-centric strategy against clandestine cellular networks. This 
is an appealing operational theory since it minimizes the Western footprint 
and costs, but relegates the strategy into a series of man-hunting operations 
to kill or capture key personnel within an insurgency or clandestine cellular 
network. The goal is to either attrit the threat networks until they are defeated 
or to disrupt the network long enough for the West and governments faced 
with the insurgency they are working with, as in Iraq and Afghanistan, 
to gain a decisive edge by securing the population in an effort to regain 
popular support and stabilize the security situation. However, as this thesis 
points out, removing key individuals alone does not equate to long-term 
disruption or defeat through attrition. Interdicting high-value individuals, 
without effective population-control measures found in counterinsurgency 
or population-centric strategies, gains negligible long-term effects because 
by their very nature clandestine cellular networks are built to survive these 
types of counternetwork operations based on their form, function, and 
logic described in the following monograph. As with conventional warfare, 
defeat of an enemy network by attrition only works if the enemy has no way 
to regenerate. Without population control and isolation of the insurgent 
movement from both its internal and external support, it is theoretically 
capable of regenerating, and again, winning by not losing. 

It is critical for decision makers to understand this and choose solid 
strategic options and strategies based on fully understanding the enemy. 
The lack of understanding of clandestine cellular networks, the very base 
organization of every successful insurgency, will cause the West to make 
poor decisions. Instead of solid strategies based on a deep understanding 
of the enemy and its strategies, the West continues to focus on “counter 
tactics,” such as counterterrorism. While this may seem in the short-term to 
be a less resource-intensive theory of action, it is unlikely in the long-term 
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to lead to successful outcomes. Defeating insurgents that have a resilient 
clandestine cellular structure is not easy—it is time and resource intensive; 
there are no short cuts. 

In the end, this thesis aims to better inform the community of interest of 
the form, function, and logic of these clandestine threats. The author hopes 
this understanding will lead to more effective counternetwork operations 
and successful counterinsurgency efforts in Iraq, Afghanistan, and other 
countries faced with similar threats to our national interest, today and in 
the future. Without a solid understanding of our adversaries who employ 
clandestine cellular networks we are bound to succumb to short-sighted 
assessments based on false measurements of success, like the killing of 
Osama bin Laden, and false strategies, like enemy-centric counterterrorism. 
As retired General David Petraeus so eloquently notes, “You can’t kill or 
capture your way out of an industrial strength insurgency.”10
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Clandestine Insurgent and Terrorist Networks

Introduction1. 

Design of effective countermeasures depends on first understanding 
undergrounds.11 — Andrew R. Molnar, et. al. (1963)

It’s hard for us to fight the cells because they’re many different 
leaders, different thought processes, it’s not like a normal enemy 
we fight, it’s not structured.12 — U.S. Army Intelligence Officer, Iraq 
(2006)

I’m not sure we really understood how embedded Al Qaeda was 
becoming.... Al Qaeda in Iraq has proved to be a very resourceful 
enemy, capable of regenerating at a time when we thought it didn’t 
have that capability.13 — U.S. Army Battalion Commander, Iraq 
(2009)

Since the events of 11 September 2001, the United States military counternet-
work operations, theory, and doctrine have failed to account for the form, 
function, and logic of clandestine cellular networks used by both interstate 
insurgencies, such as those in Iraq and Afghanistan, as well as by global 
insurgencies like al-Qaeda and its associated movements. The failure to 
understand the form, function, and logic of clandestine cellular networks 
has led to the incorrect application of counternetwork operations based on 
ill-informed counternetwork theories.14 This monograph defines counter-
network operations as a subset of counterinsurgency and counterterrorism 
operations. Like counterguerrilla operations, counternetwork operations 
are focused on a specific element of the insurgency.15 In this case, counter-
network operations are conducted against the clandestine cellular networks 
within an insurgency, specifically the underground and auxiliary, not the 
overt guerrilla elements. This is a counter organizational operational con-
struct, not a strategy in-of-itself, as has happened with counterterrorism—a 
counter “tactic”—turned strategy. Although counternetwork operations are 
not specifically discussed in U.S. joint or service doctrine, since 9/11, these 
operations have been the primary offensive effort of both Special Opera-
tions and conventional forces, normally referred to as raids, direct-action, 
or intelligence-driven operations to capture or kill high-value individuals 
in the insurgencies in Iraq or Afghanistan, and globally against al-Qaeda 
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and its associated movements. During this time, counternetwork operations 
have primarily focused on targeting key leaders, facilitators, individuals with 
special skills, or highly-connected individuals, all of which intuitively seem 
to be the correct targets for disconnecting clandestine cellular networks.16 
However, there has been little comparative analysis done to verify if these 
operations are in fact having the overall effect required to disrupt, neutral-
ize, defeat, or ultimately destroy these networks.17 

Understanding the form, function, and logic of clandestine cellular net-
works reveals that the removal of single individuals, regardless of function, 
is well within the tolerance of this type of organizational structure and thus 
has little long-term effect. Counternetwork operations focused on critical 
individuals, known as high-value individuals or targets (HVI or HVT), 
have not proven overly successful for this reason. They gain media atten-
tion, provide a momentary lift in the spirits of the counterinsurgent or 
counterterrorist effort, but rarely produce strategic effects as anticipated. A 
contemporary example of this was the death of Abu Musab Zarqawi (AMZ), 
the infamous al-Qaeda leader in Iraq, who was killed in 2006.18 At the time, 
there was speculation that the death of Zarqawi would end the insurgency 
or at least seriously degrade the Sunni insurgency in Iraq.19 However, it had 
little overall effect.20 His organization was resilient enough that his deputy, 
Abu Ayyub al Masri (AAM), assumed his leadership role and continued to 
lead al-Qaeda in Iraq until AAM was himself finally killed in 2010.21 With 
AAM’s death, his replacement was quickly announced, and al-Qaeda in 
Iraq continued to conduct attacks in Iraq at the time of publication of this 
monograph. 

At the same time, highly-connected individuals (HCI), or hubs, are 
another favorite target of counternetwork operations. However, these indi-
viduals violate the principles of clandestine operations since they and the 
connections to their associates are obviously highly visible when compared 
to a competent clandestine practitioner. The clandestine practitioner does 
not want a discernible link or signature with others in the network in order 
to remain hidden from the counterinsurgent. Thus, by focusing on the highly 
connected individuals as HVIs, U.S. and coalition efforts since 9/11 have 
effectively “culled the herd” of poor clandestine practitioners, while further 
educating the competent clandestine practitioners on U.S. and coalition 
counternetwork methods. This also allows other poor clandestine practitio-
ners, those that may have been lucky enough to survive their incompetence, 
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but were smart enough to learn from those not so fortunate, to adapt and 
increase their proficiency in the application of the clandestine arts.22 

These two examples, high-value individuals and highly-connected indi-
viduals, provide the two most common types of errors in the current coun-
ternetwork theories and operations. These errors are all due to a lack of a 
systemic understanding of clandestine cellular networks and ultimately have 
a negative effect on the success of ill-informed counternetwork operations. 
Counternetwork methodologies, such as those described above, focused 
on kill or capture of HVIs or HCIs, are largely based on theories that 
clandestine cellular networks are social networks. Thus, the driving force 
behind the HVI and HCI counternetwork operational concepts are based 
on academically-driven social network analysis and theories that social 
networks can be defeated by removing key nodes to delink the network.23 
What emerged with the events of 9/11 and has now become readily accepted 
by counternetwork theorists and practitioners alike is the idea that the clan-
destine cellular networks used by adversaries like al-Qaeda and the insur-
gents in Iraq and Afghanistan, are “information-age networks.”24 Theorists 
describe these adversary networks as highly connected, flat, leaderless, agile, 
and adaptive, mirroring today’s business networks or social networks like 
those found on the Internet.25 Mark Buchanan, author of Nexus, explains, 
“Since the attacks, we have become accustomed to the idea that the West is 
battling against a decentralized ‘network of terrorists cells’ [sic] that lacks 
any hierarchical command structure and are distributed throughout the 
world. This network seems to be a human analogue of the Internet, with an 
organic structure that makes it extremely difficult to attack.”26

However, as this monograph will show, clandestine cellular networks are 
not information-age networks, and despite the West’s desire to mirror-image 
information-age networks onto insurgent and terrorist networks, the form, 
function, and logic of clandestine cellular networks are very different.27 
Clandestine cellular networks provide a means of survival in form through 
their cellular or compartmentalized structure, and in function through 
the use of clandestine arts or tradecraft to minimize the signature of the 
organization—all based on the logic that the primary concern is that the 
movement needs to survive to attain its political goals. The old adage that the 
insurgent wins by not losing is the fundamental driving force behind why 
insurgencies use this type of organizational structure, and why any orga-
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nization conducting nefarious activities that could lead to being killed or 
captured by a government’s security forces would use a similar structure.

Organizational structure, in this case clandestine cellular networks, 
and how they are established, grow, and operate, as well as the logic behind 
the organizational structure, plays a large role in the overall success of an 
insurgency.28 Yet the importance of organization as a dynamic of insurgency 
is often overlooked or misunderstood by counterinsurgent theorists and 
practitioners. This is especially true when it comes to clandestine cellular 
networks.29 Current counterinsurgency doctrine found in the Army’s Field 
Manual (FM) 3-24, Counterinsurgency, provides only one dedicated para-
graph on the role and “interplay” of organization in insurgency and one 
paragraph on clandestine networks.30 Joint Publication (JP) 3-24, Counterin-
surgency Operations, is only slightly better, with four pages on organization 
and one paragraph dedicated to networks.31 However, both FM 3-24 and JP 
3-24 use the same description, noting that clandestine networks “have a 
limited ability to attain strategic success because they cannot easily muster 
and focus power. The best outcome they can expect is to create a security 
vacuum leading to a collapse of the targeted regime’s will and then to gain 
in the competition for the spoils.”32 Although neither manual backs up this 
statement with evidence, it is apparent that since 9/11 and in most histori-
cal cases of insurgency the underground and auxiliary members exten-
sively used clandestine cellular networks as their organizational method 
to protect their core leadership, intelligence, logistics support, and some 
lethal operational capabilities.33 For insurgents in hostile or non-permissive 
environments where there is a large government security presence or an 
unsympathetic population, especially in urban areas, clandestine cellular 
networks become the primary organizational structure.34

The lack of coverage of clandestine cellular networks in FM 3-24 and JP 
3-24 is a great example of doctrinal concepts that fail to adequately describe 
and provide the reader an understanding of the enemy, even though the U.S. 
and the West have been involved in continuous counterinsurgency since 
9/11, not to mention the other historical examples of U.S. counterinsurgency 
in Vietnam, Greece, and the Philippines to name only a few. As the opera-
tional basis for counterinsurgency operations, the lack of understanding 
of the clandestine cellular networks that make up the underground of an 
insurgency leads the counterinsurgent and ultimately the counternetwork 
practitioners astray. Instead of focusing the majority of the effort against 
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the underground, the doctrine disproportionally focuses on the overt arm 
of the insurgency, the guerrilla. U.S. counterinsurgency operations and 
doctrine have always tended to focus on guerrillas since they are the overt 
military element of the insurgency, and more understandable from a mili-
tary point of view. However, the guerrillas are the most expendable element 
of an insurgency because they are easily recuperated. This should be the 
first indicator of the lack of importance of these elements to the overall 
insurgent effort.35

The underground and auxiliary and their use of clandestine cellular net-
works have never been completely understood, and have always been mini-
mized in their role in insurgency because they remained hidden. However, 
as the diagram in Figure 1 shows, historically, the overt guerrilla elements 
only make up the tip of the proverbial insurgency iceberg when compared 
to the underground and auxiliary.36 In much the same way, a conventional 
military’s ground forces have a disproportionate number of combat forces 
to noncombat forces, often referred to as the “tooth-to-tail ratio.”37 For the 
U.S. military, this ratio is generally 1:4, combat to noncombat troops, with 
the combat forces at the tip.38 Based on the data presented in Figure 1, the 
average ratio is one guerrilla for every nine underground and auxiliary 
members.39 Like conventional military organizations, insurgent organiza-
tions require significant non-combat support, including command and 
control, intelligence, logistics, and information, to support the overt combat 
elements of an insurgency. Thus, the statement from FM 3-24 and JP 3-24 
that networks are unable to “muster and focus combat power,” is wholly 
incorrect. The insurgents do not need, nor would they desire to focus combat 
power, since this would be counterproductive. In fact, the underground is 
not built to focus combat power; it is the antithesis of why the underground 
is organized in a clandestine and cellular form. The insurgents put them-
selves at risk even when they mass their guerrilla forces, and risk getting 
decisively engaged. Going back to the logic, the insurgent wins by not losing, 
so a long, drawn out series of seemingly minor attacks without decisive 
engagement erodes the will of their enemies. There is no need to “muster 
and focus combat power.” Thus, doctrine fails to account for the asymmetry 
of insurgency. Insurgent warfare is not about combat power and decisive 
battles; it is about overall leveraging the lack of combat power to maintain 
pressure over time without being decisively engaged—the proverbial “death 
by a thousand cuts” or as counterinsurgency (COIN) expert Robert Taber 
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coined in 1965, the “war of the flea.” 41 Understanding this fundamental 
paradox of insurgency begins to change the focus of counterinsurgency 
operations and ultimately counternetwork operations. 

The insurgency in Iraq, which has been primarily an underground urban 
insurgency, is consistent with this idea. Every time the insurgents held 
ground or massed, such as in Fallujah, the conventional forces could gen-
erally deal them a decisive blow. Decisive in the sense that for a short time, 
they were defeated by massed conventional forces. On the other side of the 
coin, when insurgents were not identified and engaged decisively, the insur-
gents were able to leverage their asymmetric advantage by hiding within 
the population and striking on the insurgent’s terms. Thus the coalition 
suffered casualties regularly from improvised explosive devices, small-arms 
fire from hit-and-run cells in urban areas, and snipers. It was these types of 
insurgent operations that successfully began to wear down U.S. public sup-
port and political will—arguably the U.S. center of gravity. It could also be 
argued that the Shi’a insurgency, with the external support of Iran, operated 
a generally clandestine insurgency that successfully stayed under the U.S. 
radar, except for overt Shi’a elements, like Muqtada al Sadr’s Madhi Army. 
Iranian-backed Shi’a “Special Groups” operated as clandestine networks, 
and used explosively formed penetrators to inflict significant casualties 

Figure 1. Historical Guerrilla to Underground and Auxiliary Ratios40
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on the coalition without the coalition forces being able to find a target to 
decisively engage after the attack.42 Thus, failure to understand the form, 
function, and logic of clandestine cellular networks used by undergrounds 
and urban guerrillas has hampered U.S. counterinsurgency efforts.43 With 
increased urbanization throughout the world, urban areas will become the 
primary environment of insurgency in the future, shifting away from rural-
based insurgencies of the past. This shift in geography will set the stage for 
greater use of clandestine cellular networks in the future, and with it, an 
increasing need for counterinsurgency and counternetwork forces to fully 
understand clandestine cellular networks to ensure correct application of 
counternetwork operations.

Although Field Manual (FM) 3-24 fails to fully appreciate “organization” 
to an insurgency, the importance of organization has not been lost in the 
current or past Army Special Operations Forces (ARSOF) doctrine.44 In 
the ARSOF Unconventional Warfare (UW) and Foreign Internal Defense 
doctrines, “organization” is one of the “seven dynamics of insurgency;” one 
of the analytical tools used by ARSOF for decades to understand insurgent 
movements.45 The seven dynamics have been determined to be common to 
most insurgencies and, “provide a framework for analysis that can reveal the 
insurgency’s strengths and weaknesses.”46 The other six dynamics are: lead-
ership, ideology, objectives, environment and geography, external support, 
phasing and timing.47 The 2006 FM 3-24 also uses “dynamics of insurgency,” 
but has dropped organization, and thus only has six dynamics.48 Although 
pieces and parts of the insurgent organization are discussed throughout the 
manual, the organizational role and importance is lost. Interestingly, Joint 
Publication (JP) 3-24 published three years later returns to the seven dynam-
ics used by ARSOF, to include “organizational and operational approaches,” 
and an additional dynamic, “internal support.”49 This is a positive step, but, 
as noted earlier, JP 3-24 fails to fully account for the importance of clandes-
tine cellular networks.

Despite the lack of coverage in U.S. COIN doctrine, the importance of 
organization is readily apparent when reading past and highly respected 
COIN theorists such as Galula, Kitson, McCuen, Ney, Thompson, and Trin-
quier. All of these experts devoted numerous pages to describe the organiza-
tion of an insurgency, including clandestine cellular networks, not just as 
parts, but the parts as the whole, and the whole within the context of the 
other dynamics of insurgency.50 Trinquier went so far as to note, “In seeking 
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a solution [to insurgency], it is essential to realize that in modern warfare 
we are not up against just a few armed bands spread across a given territory, 
but rather against an armed clandestine organization.”51 Trinquier further 
highlights, “Victory will be obtained only through the complete destruction 
of that organization. This is the master concept that must guide us in our 
study of modern warfare.”52

The significance of organization has also not been lost on “modern” theo-
rists. For example, famed insurgency and terrorism expert Bard E. O’Neill 
dedicates a chapter in his book Insurgency & Terrorism to the subject, while 
his contemporaries, noted experts Bruce Hoffman and John Arquilla have 
presented testimony to Congress on the organizational characteristic and 
function of al-Qaeda.53 As O’Neill explains, 

No analysis of an insurgency will be complete or meaningful if it 
fails to address the scope, complexity, and cohesion of the insurgent 
movement. A careful look at the structures and workings of 
insurgent political and military organizations can reveal a good 
deal about the progress of an insurrection, as well as the type and 
magnitude of the threat confronting the government.54 

Although it is apparent that the importance of “organization” was not lost 
on the COIN theorists of the past, the contemporary theorists’ understand-
ing of the form, function, and logic of clandestine cellular networks, minus 
the named few above, is less apparent or completely lacking.55 Although 
theorists and practitioners regularly use phrases like “covert networks,” 
“terrorist networks,” and “undergrounds,” they rarely codify what is meant 
by the description. In most cases, as will be shown in this work, they do not 
understand or they underestimate the significance of the terms, using them 
more as contemporary buzzwords than as technical terms.

Joint Publication 1-02 defines clandestine as, “Any activity or opera-
tion sponsored or conducted…with the intent to assure secrecy and 
concealment.”56 The 1960s-era Special Operations Research Office noted, 
“Clandestine operations are those whose existence is concealed, because the 
mere observation of them betrays their illegal and subversive nature. Secrecy 
depends upon the skill in hiding the operation and rendering it invisible.”57 

Clandestine art or tradecraft is used to conceal individual actions, but also 
to conceal organizational functions, such as information and intelligence 
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sharing, lethal and non-lethal operations, logistical support, and linkages 
to overt elements of the movement such as political wings or guerrillas.58 
“Clandestine,” the adjective, describes the function of the network, while 
“cellular” describes the form or structure of the network. Both form and 
function help define the logic of these types of networks and the elements 
within the insurgencies that use them.

Reviewing historic works and documents on clandestine operations in 
insurgency and espionage, it becomes apparent that the form, function, and 
logic of clandestine cellular networks have largely remained unchanged.59 

Although some theorists might speculate that the information age caused 
a revolutionary change in clandestine networks, allowing for the rise of 
global non-state actors and thus an adaptation to clandestine networks’ 
form, function, and logic, there is no evidence this has happened. Organi-
zational use of clandestine cellular or compartmented networks (form) and 
the application of clandestine arts or tradecraft methods (function) have 
remained largely unchanged, having evolved to take advantage of the new 
technology, but not in a revolutionary way. Information technology, while 
increasing the rate and volume of information exchange, has also increased 
the risk to clandestine operations due to the increase in electronic and cyber 
signatures, which puts these 
types of communications at 
risk of detection by govern-
ments for example, like the 
U.S., who can apply their 
technological advantage to 
identify, monitor, track, and 
exploit these signatures. Thus, despite the power of the Internet and other 
information-age electronic devices, clandestine operators continue to use 
old clandestine methods and, in some cases, adapt them for use with the new 
technology.60 In fact, because they have to apply tradecraft, it slows their rate 
of communication down, thus denying the information-age theorists the 
monolithic, information-aged, networked enemy that they have portrayed 
since 9/11.

Another difference noted in clandestine literature is the scale of the dif-
ferent types of clandestine operations, from small networks of individuals 
conducting espionage, to insurgent movements utilizing clandestine cellular 
networks countrywide or globally. It is also interesting to note that based 

Information technology, while increas-
ing the rate and volume of information 
exchange, has also increased the risk to 
clandestine operations...
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on the review of historical and current U.S., British, Soviet, Swiss, Iraqi, 
Iranian, and al-Qaeda clandestine tactics, techniques, procedures, and prin-
ciples, there is a broad commonality amongst these different actors’ clandes-
tine theories and practices. The greatest difference is not in the operational 
application, since they all use almost identical methods, but surprisingly 
in vocabulary and professionalism. The bottom line is that clandestine cel-
lular networks, regardless of the environment, the country of origin, the 
clandestine background of the practitioner, or the clandestine task—lethal 
operations, logistics, or intelligence gathering—they all generally have the 
same form, function, and logic.

Organization 
The monograph is organized into four main sections—form, function, and 
logic, followed by the principles of clandestine operations that emerge from 
the previous three sections. Two additional appendixes provide further 
information, first on the specific types of clandestine networks—indigenous 
or external and professional or non-professional—likely to be encountered 
in a complex insurgency with multiple actors, and second, a description of 
the concept of the inherent “clandestine potential” of an indigenous popula-
tion to provide a method for determining potential difficulties with future 
COIN and counternetwork operations as they relate to the clandestine orga-
nization of an insurgency. 

This monograph will specifically focus on the organizational dynamic 
of insurgency to gain an understanding of the organizational form, func-
tion, and logic of insurgents’ use of clandestine cellular networks. First, the 
form of clandestine networks will initially be explained with respect to how 
this organizational structure fits within the broader context of insurgency, 
then how these cellular networks are structured. The discussion on form 
will analyze the organizational structure, including size or scale, down 
to the cell level, and will focus on the key element of form for clandestine 
cellular networks—compartmentalization. Second, this work will explain 
how clandestine cellular networks function through the application of clan-
destine arts or tradecraft and reinforce the form of the organization, while 
most importantly explaining how insurgents use the clandestine arts or 
tradecraft to maintain a low signature. Lastly, the form and function will 
be synthesized to explain the logic behind the use of clandestine cellular 
networks by elements of insurgencies, both intrastate and global, which have 
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an overall goal of ensuring the organization survives to reach its political 
goal. This final section will further explain the pressures faced by members 
of clandestine organizations. From this form, function, and logic analysis, 
a set of principles will be developed that capture the essence of clandestine 
cellular networks which can be used as a test of network theories. 
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Form of Clandestine Cellular Networks2. 

One definition of form is “the shape or structure of something.”61 
Clandestine elements of an insurgency use form—organization and 

structure—for compartmentalization, relying on the basic network building 
block, the compartmented cell, from which the term “cellular” is derived.62 
Structural compartmentalization at all levels ideally isolates breaches in 
security to a single cell, and even better, to a single individual. Cellular 
structure ensures that a single counternetwork strike does not lead to the 
compromise of the entire network, with only those individuals with direct 
linkages and knowledge to the detained individual being at risk. As Soviet 
defector Alexander Orlov explains, “the majority of the agents who take part 
in the same operation should not know one another, should not meet, and 
should not know each other’s addresses. The idea behind [this] was, [sic] 
that if a man does not know something he will not be able to divulge it.”63 To 
understand the organizational significance of clandestine cellular networks, 
it is important to understand the context in which different components of 
the insurgency operate, the development and growth of clandestine cellular 
networks, elements of a clandestine cellular network, structural compart-
mentalization, scale of clandestine cellular networks, and finally, open and 
closed network structures. 

Components of an Insurgency
The Army Special Operations Forces doctrine uses a three-component 
model of insurgency consisting of the underground, the auxiliary, and the 
guerrillas.64 The underground and auxiliary are the primary components 
that utilize clandestine cellular networks, while the guerrillas are the overt 
action arm of the insurgency. First, the underground is responsible for the 
overall command, control, communications, information, subversion, intel-
ligence, and covert direct action operations—such as terrorism, sabotage, 
and intimidation.65 The original members and core of the insurgency gen-
erally operate as members of the underground. The underground cadres 
develop the organization, ideally building it from the start as a clandestine 
cellular network to ensure its secrecy, low-signature, and survivability. The 
underground members operate as the overarching leaders, leaders of the 
organization sub-networks and cells, training cadres, and/or subject matter 
experts for specialized skills, such as propaganda, explosive experts, or 
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communications experts. These subject-matter experts train others and 
advise the underground leaders on operations. Some of the specialized skills 
may include specially trained and selected direct action elements that oper-
ate in direct control of the underground. These individuals may provide 
advanced demolitions or advanced weapons capabilities used for special-
ized operations that require compartmentalization and direct control of the 
underground leaders. Although these direct action cells are often confused 
with “urban guerrillas,” they are different in that they are difficult to replace 
and rely on the clandestine cellular network to provide intelligence and 
close target reconnaissance, logistical support movement of specialized 
weapons into the target area, and then movement support to infiltrate the 
specialized direct action cells to the target, whereupon they synchronize the 
intelligence, specialized weapons, and their skills and training to interdict 
the target.66 The network must then successfully move the direct action cell 
out of the target area safely and securely. Ultimately, the support network 
directed by the underground and described above makes up the second 
component, the auxiliary.

The auxiliary is the clandestine support personnel, directed by the 
underground which provides logistics, operational support, and intelli-
gence collection to both the underground and the guerrillas.67 The auxiliary 
members actively support the insurgency in most cases using their normal 
daily routines to provide them cover for their activities in support of the 
insurgency, to include freedom of movement, other specialized skills, or 
specialized capabilities for operations. The auxiliary members can enable 
the freedom of movement of other insurgent members by maintaining 
privileges for freedom of movement even if population control measures 
are in place. These individuals may hold jobs such as local security forces, 
shipping and ground transportation companies, doctors and nurses, and 
businessmen. These individuals’ jobs provide them a plausible reason for 
the counterinsurgents to allow them to maintain their freedom of move-
ment, even during a crisis. Thus the auxiliary members described above can 
clandestinely move other members of the insurgency, special packages, or 
messages without arousing suspicion of the counterinsurgents. Auxiliary 
members may also have specialized skills that provide the underground 
with critical capabilities and subject-matter experts, such as electricians, 
doctors, forgers, engineers, chemical engineers, biologists, interpreters, and 
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computer experts.68 Each of these skills provides the underground with 
increased capabilities as required:

Electricians can help develop sophisticated explosive firing devices •	
and wiring complex explosive devices 
Doctors and veterinarians that can establish clandestine hospitals for •	
wounded insurgent members
Forgers to make fake documents•	
Civil and mechanical engineers to help determine target vulnerabili-•	
ties, such as bridges, buildings, and factories 
Chemical engineers to help fabricate explosives; biological engineers •	
that can develop biological weapons
Local interpreters hired by the counterinsurgents that can gain access •	
to valuable intelligence that can be passed to the underground through 
clandestine communications methods
Computer experts that can establish clandestine communica-•	
tions mechanisms on the Internet or to hack hostile security forces 
websites 

Lastly, the auxiliary member’s daily lives may provide the underground 
with capabilities that would otherwise not be at their disposal, such as: 

Large trucks for moving quantities of logistical supplies hidden within •	
legally carried cargo
Newspaper printing presses that can be used after hours to produce •	
clandestine propaganda
Hospital and veterinary clinics that can be used for after hours surgery •	
of critically wounded insurgents
Shop and restaurant owners that can provide security and intelligence •	
support by locating their shops to over watch critical military targets 
or routes used by the counterinsurgents
Shipping and fishing vessels that allow coastal movements of the •	
insurgent members

This list names only a few examples; there are endless possibilities. The 
auxiliary provides the bulk of the movement’s operational, logistics, and 
intelligence support and specialized capabilities. While support to the 
underground is less resource intensive for the underground, support to the 
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guerrillas—the third component—requires significant resources depending 
on the size of the guerrilla force.

The guerrillas are the overt arm of the insurgency.69 The size and orga-
nizational structure of guerrilla elements are dependent on their environ-
ment—rural guerrillas are generally more hierarchical in structure, along 
normal military lines. In 
rural insurgencies, the 
guerillas may operate 
as small guerrilla bands 
or as near-conventional 
guerrilla armies made up 
of thousands. The differ-
ence in size depends on 
the security environment, 
the physical environment, 
and the ability to success-
fully and openly organize 
large guerrilla formations 
without fear of interdic-
tion.70 The guerrillas may 
even have modern heavy 
weapons, such as tanks 
and artillery, further clos-
ing the gap between the security forces and the guerrilla forces. In Iraq 
and Afghanistan, the insurgents have operated largely as small guerrilla 
bands, only massing for extremely short periods of time to ensure they 
do not become decisively engaged, while attempting to overwhelm local 
security forces. This is in contrast to the Northern Alliance that on 9/11 had 
extremely large formations and capabilities, to include tanks and artillery 
that made them a near peer to the Taliban, and thus had resulted in years of 
static defensive lines. In urban areas, guerrillas may be referred to as “urban 
guerrillas,” but differ from the direct action cells described in the section on 
the underground above because the guerrillas have less lethal-skills train-
ing, as well as less tradecraft training. Although not as well trained as the 
underground direct action cells, the urban guerrillas hide amongst the 
“urban jungle,” operating in small cells, and largely utilizing low-signature 
hit-and-run tactics, to include the employment of improvised explosive 

Figure 2. Palestinian Alnasser Salah aldeen 
Brigades army for Popular Resistance Committees 
attend training organized by the Hamas movement 
in Gaza City. Photo used by permission of 
Newscom.
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devices, small arms, sniper systems, and man-portable, short-range anti-
tank weapons. However, urban insurgencies, or combined rural and urban 
insurgencies, where the rural environment is not conducive to concealing 
or supporting large overt guerrilla units, such as the desert environment 
of Iraq, are inherently more clandestine than overt.71 In both cases, the 
clandestine elements of the insurgency resort to clandestine cellular net-
works as their organizational framework for operational security in the 
high threat environments. Despite their form being more clandestine and 
cellular than the rural guerrillas, urban guerrillas differ from the direct 
action cells found in the underground due to their lack of specific training 
or clandestine methods. The difference lies in the ease of replacing “urban 
guerrillas” versus replacing specialized direct action cell members. The 
urban guerrilla cell members have limited training and are generally easy 
to replace. They are likely hired to conduct attacks on the counterinsurgent 
forces that do not require significant training, but are extremely high risk. 
Their vulnerability and ability to be replaced have earned them the nom de 
guerre “low-hanging fruit.”72 

Thus, the three components of an insurgency are critical to the under-
standing and operation of clandestine cellular networks. Although the overt 
guerrillas capture most of the attention of the counterinsurgents, it is the 
clandestine cellular network, composed of the underground and auxil-
iary, which are the critical elements for a successful insurgency. Guerrillas 
can ultimately be easily replaced over time. Underground and auxiliary 
members cannot be as easily replaced. The clandestine cellular nature of 
these networks minimizes their signature in order to reduce the chance of 
being detected and interdicted by the counterinsurgent, while the cellular 
nature ensures that counternetwork operations do not threaten the rest of 
the organization. The following sections will focus on the cellular nature 
or form of the networks.

The Development and Growth of Clandestine Cellular  
Networks
To understand the form of clandestine cellular networks it is important 
to understand how they develop and grow. The ARSOF model of Mao 
Zedong’s Protracted War Theory explains how an insurgency develops 
and matures. The ARSOF model consists of the latent and incipient phase, 
guerrilla warfare phase, and war-of-movement phase.73 During the latent 
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and incipient phase, the core organizes into clandestine cellular networks 
around a common goal based on an ideology and/or grievance, to estab-
lish the underground. The underground develops an auxiliary, and starts 
conducting non-violent subversion, such as demonstrations, walk-outs, and 
strikes, and types of non-lethal sabotage of key infrastructure or factories 
causing production slowdowns.74 This non-violent action then transitions 
to violent political action in the form of terrorism, intimidation, and coer-
cion.75 As the movement begins to develop and the security situation is at a 
level that overt elements can operate with some freedom of action, then the 
movement develops guerrilla units as its overt fighting force.

This transition into the guerrilla warfare phase, where overt attacks 
increase with the introduction of more conventionally organized guerril-
las, marks the point where the underground is sufficiently large and robust 
enough to not only support an overt element, but recover if the overt element 
suffers losses. Even though the insurgency has moved into the guerrilla 
warfare phase, the underground continues to operate and grow in order to 
gain resources, grow into new target areas, and build shadow government 
elements. In some cases, the establishment of shadow government elements 
takes place under the noses of the counterinsurgents, if there is poor popu-
lation control, or the underground can wait until areas are liberated by its 
own guerrilla force, and then establish the shadow government.

If guerrilla units are able to grow to large sizes, and become near-peer 
competitors to the state security forces, then the insurgency transitions 
into the war-of-movement phase. In this phase, the counterinsurgent is 
unable to effectively counter the insurgency, the insurgency is now capable 
of conducting decisive military operations, and the insurgency begins to 
prepare for transition into power. At this point, there is less need for com-
partmentalization or signature reduction one would find in a clandestine 
cellular network in the latent-incipient and guerrilla warfare phases.76 At 
this overt end of the organizational scale, the units are operating with maxi-
mum efficiency and low security because they can sustain more losses than 

in the earlier phases. Efficiency 
here is compared to the other 
end of the insurgent organization 
scale, where the clandestine cel-
lular networks reside within the 
underground. At the clandestine 

If guerrilla units are able to grow to 
large sizes, and become near-peer 
competitors to the state security 
forces, then the insurgency transitions 
into the war-of-movement phase.
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end of the scale, as Valdis Krebs notes, “covert networks trade efficiency 
for secrecy.”77 Regardless of the success of the overt elements, a portion of 
the clandestine cellular network will remain to provide a viable base from 
which to re-grow the movement should there be a catastrophic defeat of the 
overt movement during the war of movement phase. Those elements deemed 
critical to supporting the war of movement will move to overt support to 
increase efficiencies, while other portions critical to survival will remain 
hidden and inefficient for good reason—ensured survival of the movement. 
If unsuccessful during this phase, the movement will be pushed back to 
a preceding phase, and the underground will once again be required to 
increase compartmentalization of the underground and auxiliary to sup-
port the guerrillas, or if decisively defeated, return to the latent-incipient 
phase.

Although this model is an outstanding one for the overall movement, 
or what John McCuen calls “strategic phases,” Department of the Army 
Pamphlet (DA PAM) 550-104 provides a five-phased model that provides 
sub-phases for the underground elements.78 The first three phases of the 
550-104 model take place in the latent and incipient phase of the protracted 
war phasing. In phase one, “the clandestine organization phase,” the core 
organizes the clandestine cellular networks.79 Phase two, the “subversion and 
psychological offensive,” includes non-violent subversion, such as spreading 
rumors, strikes, boycotts, demonstrations, and limited terrorism.80 Phase 
three, the “expansion phase,” begins the transition from clandestine cel-
lular networks to the development of guerrilla units, with phase four, the 
“militarization phase,” marking the introduction of overt guerrilla forces.81 

The fifth phase of underground growth, and really the steady state for the 
underground until success or failure is “the consolidation phase,” in which 
the underground movement creates shadow governments, including meet-
ing humanitarian, legal, security, religious, and education needs, as well as 
collecting taxes, or other resources and manpower from the population.82 
The underground uses its shadow government to establish control of areas, 
and as its name implies, it could be in parallel with current government 
programs. The intent in this final phase is to gain and maintain control 
of the human terrain—the population. The underground will continue to 
spread its control, almost a reverse application of the popular oil-spot coun-
terinsurgency strategy, to starve the government of support.83
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Elements of Insurgent Clandestine Cellular Networks

The underground, as its name implies, begins with the core leadership and 
cadres that develop the ideology, find a common grievance to garner popular 
support, and develop a strategy and organizational pattern based on the 
physical, human, and security environments. The organizational structure 
of the underground is based on the clandestine cellular network model, with 
different networks and cells assigned functions. Examples of the different 
types of underground networks are shown in Figure 3: 

The core networks primarily operate within urban areas, with networks that 
extend to rural areas providing support in conjunction with the auxiliary. 
Underground elements operate almost entirely clandestinely, with a few 
exceptions being the overt political wings. Although there may be no visible 
link between the overt and clandestine elements from the perspective of 
the outside observer, there are likely strong ties, with the true leaders being 
hidden within the clandestine network providing guidance and direction 
to the representatives in the political wings.

The clandestine cellular network is based on the core building block, 
the cell. The cell size can differ significantly from one to any number of 
members, as well as the type of interaction within the cell, depending on 
the cell’s function. There are generally three functions—operations, intel-
ligence, and support.85 The cell members may not know each other, such as 

Figure 3. Types of Underground Networks84
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in an intelligence cell, with the cell leader being the only connection between 
the other members (see Figure 4).86 In more active operational cells, such 
as a direct-action cell, all the members are connected, know each other, 
perhaps are friends or are related, and conduct military-style operations 
that require large amounts of communications (see Figure 4).87 Two or more 
cells linked to a common leader are referred to as branches or sub-networks 
of a larger network, as shown in Figure 4. Cells linked to a common leader 
are also referred to as “cells-in-parallel” or “cells-in-series” (see Figure 5).89 

For example, operational cells may be supported by an intelligence cell or 

logistics cell as shown in Figure 5. In some cases, as in Figure 4, the alternate 
cell-in-parallel could have the same operational function as the primary cell 
and is available to the branch leader if the primary cell is interdicted.90 If 
the cells within the branch are compartmented from each other, but have 
a role or function that builds on the other, they are referred to as “cells-
in-series,” with the branch leader coordinating their actions (see Figure 
5). Cells-in-series are primarily for manufacturing, safe-house networks, 
evasion networks, or weapons procurement and emplacement.92

Building upon the branch is the network, which is made up of multiple 
compartmentalized branches as shown in Figure 6, generally following 
a pattern of intelligence (and counterintelligence) branches, operational 

Figure 4. Examples of Functional Cells: Operational, Intelligence, 
Support88
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branches (direct action or urban guerrilla cells), support branches (logis-
tics and other operational enablers like propaganda support), and overt 
political branches or shadow governments.93 Complex branches or networks, 
such as the example network in Figure 6, have a combination of cells and 
branches, and even individuals—especially leaders, in series and in paral-
lel. The network has a leader that coordinates the efforts of his clandestine 
intelligence, logistical support, and operational cells, as well other elements, 
such as a local political wing or guerrilla force. He also has his own force-
protection support, such as safe-house keepers, that operate the different 
locations he uses to hide during his daily routines. The leader may switch 
between his safe houses daily or every few hours to minimize the threat 
from counterinsurgents pinpointing his location.94 The leader may also have 
an evasion network that no one else in the organization knows about that 
he can use in an emergency. If he is the leader of a sub-network, also known 
as a branch, from a larger network, then he coordinates his efforts with 
his superior, who is responsible for a number of similar branches or sub-
networks. This pattern continues to the core of the movement as shown in 
Figure 6. These networks generally radiate out from the core members of the 
movement. They do not grow randomly or uncontrolled, nor do they follow 

Figure 5. Examples of Cells-in-Parallel and Cells-in-Series91
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strict mathematical growth—defined as self-organization—all of which can 
be found in different types of information-age networks.95 Instead, they grow 
purposefully, either to link into supportive populations, to move into an 
area that the insurgents want to gain control of as part of their strategy, or 
to gather intelligence around a specific target. As they grow, the leadership 
of the network decentralizes tactical decisions but maintains operational 
and strategic control.

Figure 6. Example of an Insurgent Network96
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Clandestine cellular networks are largely decentralized for execution 
at the tactical level, but maintain a traditional hierarchical form above the 
tactical level.97 There is an ongoing debate as to whether clandestine cel-
lular networks are “networks” as understood today, or hierarchies.98 Some 
experts believe they are flat organizations with near-real time interaction 
across the entire organization, others believe they are “leaderless” as well, 
with all members being relatively equal.99 This monograph proposes that 
insurgencies are inherently hierarchies, but decentralized hierarchies. The 
core leadership may be an individual, with numerous deputies, to preclude 
decapitation strikes, or the core leadership could be in the form of a central-
ized group of core individuals, which may act as a centralized committee 
made up of core members. The core could also be a type of coordinating 
committee of like-minded insurgent leaders who coordinate their efforts, 
actions, and effects for an overall goal, while still maintaining their own 
agendas.100 Without centralized control, the organization would not be able 
to effectively develop a strategy based on ends, ways, and means, since each 
individual or group would not be bound to the common vision, which a 
hierarchy provides.101

Decentralization at the tactical level is due to the difficulty of real-time 
command and control within a large clandestine cellular network. As a 
result of compartmentalization and low signature for survival, network 
leaders give maximum latitude for tactical decision-making by cell leaders 
to maintain tactical agility and freedom of action based on local condi-
tions.102 This theory is not dissimilar from U.S. military doctrine, and the 
idea of mission type orders with commander’s intent to give subordinates 
the maximum leeway for conducting tactical actions, and advocates for 
subordinates to take initiative. The network leaders accept the risk that the 
subordinates may make mistakes, but due to compartmentalization, the 
mistake will largely remain local. The elements that make a mistake may 
pay for their error, by being killed or captured, but the rest of the network 
will remain secure. The key consideration of the underground leader, with 
regards to risk versus maintaining influence is to expose only the periphery 
tactical elements to direct contact with the counterinsurgents. This allows 
local adaptability to counterinsurgent tactics, as well as agility to maintain 
pressure on the counterinsurgents without getting decisively engaged or 
exposing the clandestine network. In addition, the network leadership can 
replace the members of the tactical cells relatively easily if they are killed or 
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captured. It is much harder to replace core members, but a good network 
leader will ensure redundancy in critical capabilities, such as leaders, to 
make sure the movement remains viable even if key leaders are killed or 
captured.

Structural Compartmentalization in Clandestine Cellular  
networks
The key concept for organizational form is compartmentalization of the 
clandestine cellular network.103 Compartmentalization means each element 
is isolated or separated from the others.104 Compartmentalization separates 
not only the clandestine elements from each other, but more importantly 
perhaps, the clandestine elements from the overt elements.105 The ulti-
mate goal for the organization is that no counterinsurgency operation can 
threaten the overall survival of the organization. There is always a portion 
of the clandestine network remaining upon which to re-grow the move-
ment if necessary. It is the focus on long-term survival, or the “winning by 
not losing,” which truly defines why this organizational form is used. As 
Trinquier noted, “The security of a clandestine organization is assured by 
rigorous compartmentation [sic].”106

Structural compartmentalization is in two forms. First, is the cut-out, 
which is a method ensuring that the counterinsurgent is unable to directly 
link two individuals together.107 Second, is through lack of knowledge—no 
personal information is known about other cell members, so capture of 
one does not put the others at risk. For example, aliases may be used and/
or organizational or operational information is only provided to members 
on a need-to-know basis.108 The 1966 DA PAM 550-104 refers to this second 
method as the “fail-safe principle.”109 The amount of compartmentalization, 
as mentioned above, depends largely on the threat environment in which the 
organization operates, including physical terrain, the human terrain—made 
up of active and passive supporters, neutral observers, and those deemed 
hostile to the movement—and the perceived threat from operations of the 
counterinsurgency force. As shown in Figure 5, compartmentalization also 
separates the overt elements, the guerrillas, and the political wings of the 
insurgency from the clandestine elements as a further fail-safe.

The key for compartmentalization is that if any person in the network 
is detained, they have little, or preferably no, direct knowledge of the other 
members of their cell or network.110 The soundness of the networks is directly 
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dependent on the network leaders, their experience and training in estab-
lishing and maintaining the compartmentalization, and the training they 
have provided to their subordinates. As Figure 5 depicts, the sound clandes-
tine networks with strong compartmentalization have a much better chance 
of survival even if the counterinsurgent is able to detect and interdict a cell 
or individual. Against the strong network the counterinsurgent quickly 
runs into the cut-outs and is unable to identify additional targets. In the 
weak clandestine network, the exact opposite is true; the members are easy 
to detect and due to lack of compartmentalization, they are quickly inter-
dicted by the counterinsurgent force suffering from numerous breakdowns 
in compartmentalization.

In any cell where the members must interact directly, such as in an 
operational or support cell, the entire cell may be detained, but if the struc-
tural compartmentalization is sound, then the counterinsurgents will not 
be able to exploit the cell to target other cells, the leaders of the branch, 
the sub-network, or overall network (see Figure 7 and Figure 8).111 Thus, 
the structural compartmentalization protects the rest of the network. If 
however, the network has poor structural compartmentalization, then the 
counterinsurgents will be able to interdict a greater number of individual 
network members, until the counterinsurgents run into a portion of the 
network that is sufficiently compartmentalized to stop further exploitation 
(see Figure 7 and Figure 8). Poor compartmentalization, characterized by 
direct communication with members of other cells in the same branch or 
members of other networks, results in a complete failure of the purpose of 
compartmentalization as depicted by the dashed lines between the cells in 
Figure 7 and Figure 8.113 This results in a catastrophic “cascading failure” and 
the disruption, neutralization, or destruction of multiple cells, branches, or 
even the entire network may ensue (see Figure 7 and Figure 8).114

In addition to the structural weakness in compartmentalization between 
supposed clandestine elements, there is inherent weakness in structural 
compartmentalization between overt and clandestine elements of the move-
ment. In this case, leader interactions or interactions between the under-
ground, auxiliary, and guerrillas increase the chance of detection since the 
overt elements won’t be as comfortable interacting with the underground 
and auxiliary elements in a clandestine fashion, greatly increasing the risk. 
There are also weaknesses when different networks from different insurgent 
groups work together (see Figure 7; the dashed line provides an example). 
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In the case of different insurgent groups working together, there is always 
an increased risk, since the compartmentalization in one group may not be 
as good in another, allowing a counterinsurgent operation to exploit this 
weakness if discovered and thus penetrate one network through another.

There may also be issues with compartmentalization when external 
support networks, either nation-state or non-state actors, provide combat, 
direct, or indirect support to the insurgent network, which is considered 
UW.117 If the two networks can build a solid relationship and the exter-
nal support network is clandestinely sound, then the weakness is limited 
(depicted in Figures 7-9). If not, then the weakness of the network also puts 
the external support at risk as shown in Figure 8. The primary concern is 
with direct network-to-network interaction between a representative of 
the external supporter and one from the indigenous insurgency. For the 
nation state providing one of the types of external support—indirect, direct, 
or combat support—the representative could be an intelligence officer or 

Figure 7. Examples of Compartmentalization prior to Counternetwork 
Operations112
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members of a military special operations unit, interacting with their contacts 
in the insurgency within the country of conflict, in a sanctuary area, or in 
a third-party country, depending on a threat. This type of network interac-
tion is not new. There are contemporary examples from Iraq, where Iranian 
nefarious activities have included the direct linkage from the insurgency to 
the Iranian Ministry of Intelligence and Security and Iranian Republican 
Guard Corps special operations forces.118

Figure 8. Examples of Compartmentalization during Counternetwork 
Operations115
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Since 9/11, external support to insurgency has also fundamentally 
changed with the addition of a global non-state actor, al-Qaeda, and its 
unconventional warfare efforts to support like-minded inter-state insurgent 
groups within the context of a larger global insurgency strategy. This type of 
support is best symbolized by Abu Musab Zarqawi’s network in Iraq. Simi-
lar al-Qaeda efforts can be found in other countries, such as Afghanistan, 
Pakistan, Indonesia, Algeria, Somalia, and the Philippines. In both state 
and non-state external support to insurgency, unconventional warfare is 

Figure 9. Examples of Compartmentalization post Counternetwork 
Operations116
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being conducted by the supporting state or non-state against the govern-
ment fighting the insurgency.119 Proper compartmentalization will largely 
protect all the organizations involved if employed correctly, or at least will 
forestall catastrophic cascading failures across the link between the external 
support network and the insurgency. 

Understanding the Scale of Clandestine Cellular Networks

Compartmentalization is obviously critically important and a fundamental 
of clandestine cellular networks. The next step in understanding these types 
of networks is to understand the “scale,” or size of these networks. While 
the U.S. doctrine focuses on the guerrilla forces, which can reach large 
sizes, it fails to appreciate the scale of the underground required to support 
these overt forces and the complex task of ensuring compartmentalization 
for what can be extremely large clandestine organizations. Based on the 
Special Operations Research Office study in 1963, the size of undergrounds 
in historical examples of insurgencies have been surprisingly large: Pales-
tine (1948)—30,000; Philippines (1946)—100,000; Greece (1946)—675,000; 
Malaya (1950)—90,000; Algeria (1956)—21,000; Yugoslavia (1940)—50,000; 
and France (1946)—300,000.120 Contemporary examples provide similar 
numbers—in the first four years of the counterinsurgency efforts in Iraq, 
from 2003-2007, an estimated 80,000 insurgents were killed or captured.121 
Although this number is not subdivided into guerrillas, auxiliary, and 
underground, it shows the magnitude of the insurgency, and based on the 
previous ratios, it could be interpreted that a large percentage of this number 
are underground and auxiliary members. 

To understand how these underground elements get so large, the classic 
children’s fable The King’s Chessboard provides a practical model.122 In this 
fable, the king offers to pay a wise man for his services, but the wise man, 
initially refusing payment, is forced to accept some type of compensation. 
The wise man asks to be paid in rice for each square on a chessboard, start-
ing at one grain, and doubling at each square.123 The king readily accepts 
the offer, failing to understand the exponential growth that will take place 
as the grains of rice begin to double, much in the same way there is a gen-
eral failure to understand the exponential growth of clandestine insurgent 
networks. The amount of rice begins to grow from one grain of rice, to two, 
then four, then eight, then sixteen, and so on, until the number becomes so 
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large it costs the king all of 
his rice.124

The same thing happens 
within clandestine cellu-
lar networks, but is rarely 
understood. Each leader 
develops subordinate lead-
ers who then become branch 
leaders as they develop their 
own subordinate leaders, 
and with this, the scale 
or potential size begins 
to emerge. Thus, the first 
piece of rice represents the 
initial core leader that at the 
second square develops two 
subordinate leaders, who on the third square, each develop two subordinate 
leaders, and so on. Each square represents new subordinate leaders and the 
last square represents subordinate leaders plus their cells. In just five squares, 
there would be 16 cell leaders and their respective cells at the edge of the 
organization: 15 branch leaders or sub-network leaders, and the original 
network leader. Imagining this metaphor applied in the context and scope 
of the historical examples of insurgency above, or against contemporary 
examples such as Iraq and Afghanistan, and the scale of the clandestine 
cellular networks begin to emerge.125

Open and Closed Clandestine Networks
Once scale is understood, it is imperative to understand one final concept 
related to clandestine cellular network organization—open and closed net-
works and cells.126 Networks, sub-networks, and cells, can be described as 
open or closed. Understanding if a network or cell is open or closed helps the 
counterinsurgent to determine the scale, vulnerability, and purpose behind 
the network or cell. An open network is one that is growing purposefully, 
recruiting members to gain strength, access to targeted areas or support 
populations, or to replace losses. Given proper compartmentalization, open 
networks provide an extra security buffer for the core movement leaders 
by adding layers to the organization between the core and the periphery 

Figure 10.  Shebab fighters participate in a military 
exercise in northern Mogadishu’s Suqaholaha 
neighborhood 1 January 2010. Photo used by 
permission of Newscom.
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cells. Since the periphery cells on the outer edge of the network have higher 
signatures than the core, they draw the counterinsurgent force’s attention 
and are more readily interdicted by the counterinsurgent, protecting the 
core. Open networks also increase the “reach” and “mass” of the clandestine 
network by allowing purposeful growth into areas that may be untenable 
by overt elements of the insurgency and the ability to increase the insurgent 
threat faced by the counterinsurgents. 

Closed cells or networks on the other hand have limited or no growth, 
having been hand selected or directed to limit growth in order to minimize 
signature, chances of compromise, and to focus on a specific mission. While 
open networks are focused on purposeful growth, the opposite is true of 
the closed networks that are purposefully compartmentalized to a certain 
size based on their operational purpose. This is especially pertinent for use 
as so-called “terrorist cells,” made up of generally closed, non-growing net-
works of specially selected or close-knit individuals. Closed networks have 
a set membership that generally does not change, and is indicative of cells, 
or special-purpose networks, such as the members of the network involved 
in 9/11. Closed networks have an advantage in operational security since 
the membership is fixed, and consists of trusted individuals. The compart-
mentalization of a closed network protects the network from infiltration by 
the counterinsurgents. In the case of a specific mission, the closed network 
or cell operates like an insurgent or terrorist group special operations-like 
entity. Despite the precautions taken to protect the closed cell or network, 
its fundamental drawback is that once the cell has been penetrated or infil-
trated by the counterinsurgent, then the entire closed network or cell is 
exposed to interdiction. 

Since 9/11, much of the discussion on clandestine adversaries focuses on 
so-called “terrorist cells,” failing to differentiate between open and closed 
networks, such as al-Qaeda as a global insurgency—an open network, and 
the al-Qaeda members that made up the 9/11 hijackers—a closed network—
popularly described as a “terrorist cell or network.” Noted theorist Valdis 
Krebs mapped the 9/11 network, including the 19 hijackers and numerous 
individuals who provided logistics support for the operation, yet never 
understood that this was a closed network.127 Krebs’s study has been used 
by numerous theorists to develop attack methodologies for use against 
so-called terrorist networks and insurgent networks, failing to realize the 
closed networks and open networks have different forms, function, and 
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logic, and thus require different applications of counternetwork theories.128 
Interdiction of a closed network versus open network is much different, 
with the closed network being the easiest to disrupt and defeat because the 
membership is fixed and can be attritted. This is not possible with an open 
network that still has access to resources, either internally or externally.

Both examples highlight the fundamental difference between open and 
closed clandestine cellular networks, respectively. To understand the relative 
scale, it is also imperative to identify whether a network is open or closed.

Using a Metaphor to Understanding Clandestine Networks 
Using a tree as a metaphor for all elements of an insurgency provides a 
model to visualize and develop a deeper understanding of the concepts 
presented thus far. Using Figure 11 as the model, an insurgent underground 
grows much like a new tree. It is an open network, purposefully growing. 
Before the tree sprouts, it must have a large enough root system to support 
the weight of the tree as it grows. The root system must continue to grow to 
ensure that it not only supports the trunk, branches, and canopy, but that 
it is big enough, broad enough, and with enough surface area to ensure 
maximum nutrients within the soil can consumed to support the tree’s 
growth. In this case, the main roots represent the underground, while the 
additional root growth and support to the tree is very much like the role of 
the auxiliary. In this metaphor, the thicknesses of the different parts of the 
tree are directly related to the effectiveness of organization compartmen-
talization and resiliency from attack.

During this initial growth, just as with a tree, the insurgency is at its 
most vulnerable point, which would equate to the latent and incipient phase 
of an insurgency. As the tree continues to grow the main root begins to 
grow purposefully to ensure it has tapped into all available resources for 
the “tree” or “movement” in the case of the insurgency. With growth, the 
relative thickness of the trunk, roots, and branches continue to increase 
corresponding to the strength of the insurgent components they represent. 
The trunk above ground represents those parts of the insurgency as it grows 
from a clandestine movement with the first above ground elements being at 
the greatest risk, including the thin trunk, branches, and the initial leaves. 
As the tree grows and gets stronger and bigger the overtness increases, 
indicative of the increasing thickness of the tree trunk. The ultimate war 
of movement phase example of a tree is the oak tree with its trunk that can 
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be measured in feet and a root system that extends well beyond the radius 
of the canopy.

As the tree continues to increase in size, leaves begin to grow, much like 
the cells and guerrilla units at the outer edge of the organization. Similar to 
an insurgency, the leaves are closed systems on the tree, but the tree, and the 
movement alike, can grow numerous cells and guerrilla units. These can be 
knocked off, blown off, or cut off with minimal effect on the tree. The lost 
leaves, like cells and guerrilla units, are replaced as required. The leaves have 
purpose as edge elements, direct contact with the sun, just as the insurgent 
cells and units to have direct contact to their intended target. 

The final component of the metaphor is the fruit of the tree which equates 
to the closed cells previously described. These closed cells or networks are 
made up of hand-selected individuals with a specific mission. As with fruit, 
this closed system is delicate, and any penetration of the “skin” and expo-
sure to the inside of the “fruit” will be devastating. Once it has fallen away 
from the tree to complete its purpose, it is its own self-contained entity that 
either completes its mission or, if the skin of the fruit is breached prior to 
the purpose being carried out, will rot, and the seeds will die. For a global 
insurgency like AQ, the fruit representing the closed cell can be used for 
kinetic operations, like the 9/11 strikes, or the fruit can represent the cadre 
of individuals that “fall from the tree” to develop additional movements, 
in AQ’s case through the application of unconventional warfare to support 
insurgencies or resistance organizations fighting apostate governments in 
and around the desired caliphate.

If the tree metaphor is used to describe an interstate insurgency only, 
then outside support, or unconventional warfare, by nation states or non-
state actors, can be described in the metaphor as fertilizer, tree stakes, 
insecticide, or even efforts to dissuade loggers from cutting the tree down. 
Each of these is not natural to the tree or its surroundings, but each is 
aimed at helping the tree, and in this example the insurgency, in some way. 
The fertilizer can represent logistics and financial support that allows the 
underground to grow and better support the overt elements. The tree stakes 
represent the external advisors who come in to help organize, train, and 
support the insurgency. The tree sticks can either help guide the insurgency 
to be more effective, or literally pull the insurgency back into line with the 
external supporter’s national interests. The bug spray represents the UW 
effort to counter threats to the organization directly. Last is the dissuasion 
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of the logger, who could represent a third party country that is providing 
support to the government fighting the insurgency. In this case, the country 
conducting UW would leverage all elements of its national power to keep 
the third party nation disrupted or coerced so that it is unable or unwilling 
to bring its combat power, in this case a chain saw, to operate against the 
insurgency in support of the host nation.
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Figure 11. Insurgent Movement Tree Metaphor (Author’s figure)
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Section Summary

As this section highlighted, clandestine elements of an insurgency use 
form—organization and structure—for compartmentalization. The com-
partmentalization, from which the term cellular comes from, relies on 
isolating individuals and information to ensure minimal impact on the 
organization if individuals are detained or killed. Thus the cellular structure 
protects the network from counternetwork operations to ensure the long-
term viability of the organization. It is this factor alone that challenges the 
current counternetwork operational trend of targeting high-value individu-
als. These operations are well within the tolerance of clandestine cellular 
networks.

In order to fully understand the form of clandestine cellular networks, 
this section also explained in detail the different elements of the insur-
gency, as well as the phasing, scale, and opened and closed networks of 
the clandestine network of an insurgency. Using the three-phase model of 
insurgency, the development and growth of the insurgent movement from 
the latent and incipient phase to the guerrilla warfare phase, and ultimately 
the war of movement were explained. Where doctrine fails to understand 
the importance of the underground and auxiliary, this monograph provided 
examples of the size that these two elements have historically reached, and 
how open clandestine networks grow with purpose. It also explained the 
aspects of closed networks, and how network theorists have incorrectly used 
closed systems to develop counternetwork theories that are being applied 
to open networks.

Lastly, this section provides a metaphor for describing the different struc-
tural aspects of an insurgency, specifically related to the clandestine cellular 
networks. The intent of this metaphor is to provide the reader a model upon 
which to gain further insights into the structural elements of an insurgency. 
With this metaphor, a general model is established to explain the organiza-
tional compartmentalization and the different elements of the insurgency. 
This allows a more detailed understanding of the non-structural elements 
that make up the functional compartmentalization of clandestine cellular 
networks discussed in the next section.
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Function of Clandestine Cellular Networks3. 

As explained above, clandestine elements of an insurgency use form—
organization and structure—to compartmentalize and minimize 

damage due to interdiction by counterinsurgents by limiting information 
distribution and interface with other members of the organization. Clan-
destine networks use function—clandestine art or tradecraft—to minimize 
signature and thus detection by counterinsurgent forces, and facilitate the 
communication between compartmented elements. In essence, functional 
compartmentalization, in addition to compartmentalization through orga-
nizational form, as explained above, are the ways that insurgents protect 
themselves to ensure long-term survival—the “logic” behind the use of the 
organizational form and function—in order to defeat the government or 
occupying forces. 

Function is defined as “an action or use for which something is suited 
or designed.”129 It is the function of clandestine art or tradecraft to keep the 
network signature low so the daily interactions of the network members 
remain undetectable by the counterinsurgent force.130 These functions in 
clandestine cellular networks revolve around minimizing signature and 
detection of the interaction of members of the network and their operational 
acts. The ability of insurgents to do this effectively has noticeable effects. 
For example, in 2005, RAND Corporation’s Bruce Hoffman published an 
analysis of the insurgency in Iraq, concluding that the insurgency was a 
cluster of uncoordinated and disconnected local insurgent groups with no 
centralized leadership.131 As he explains, “The problem in Iraq is that there 
appears to be no such static wiring diagram or organizational structure to 
identify, unravel, and systematically dismantle.”132 However, in hindsight 
it is obvious that the assumption of a disconnected insurgency was incor-
rect. Instead, the insurgency was primarily made up of clandestine cellular 
networks, applying excellent tradecraft to remain hidden and to hide the 
connections between the individuals in the movement. Thus the unseen 
linkages or networks that connected the seemingly distributed cells were 
the clandestine infrastructure (form), further protected by clandestine arts 
(function), to minimize signature so that the clandestine cellular networks 
were not readily visible to the counterinsurgents as shown in Figure 12.133

The visible parts of the networks were only the cells that were in direct 
contact with the counterinsurgent forces, at the periphery or edge of the 
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organization, which practiced poor tradecraft and were detected and inter-
dicted (see Figures 6-8). Units that conducted operations against these cells 
had success until they hit a compartmentalization mechanism, or cut-out, 
that stopped the exploitation, thus marking the boundary or edge of the 
clandestine organization (see Figure 7 and Figure 8).134 Interestingly, where 
one cell or network is effectively interdicted, in a short period of time, a 
new cell or network appears to take its place.135 As one former battalion 
commander commented to the author in 2006, “My battalion would [kill 
or capture] a cell and a new one will take its place within a couple of weeks 
at the most.”136 In hindsight, it is obvious that the insurgency was connected 
and coordinated behind the veil of the clandestine space.137

Although much of this hidden network relied on structural form to protect 
the network from pursuit by the counterinsurgents, the function of clan-
destine arts or tradecraft kept the signature so low that even experts like 
Hoffman did not realize the magnitude of the insurgency and its internal 
coordination.

Therefore, just as important as understanding clandestine cellular net-
works’ organizational compartmentalization, it is imperative to understand 
the functional compartmentalization as well. To facilitate the functional 
compartmentalization, clandestine techniques or tradecraft are used for the 
following: to conduct indirect or impersonal communications in order to 
functionally compartmentalize the organization; to minimize the signature 
of person-to-person communications, or “personal communications;” to 

Figure 12. The Emergence of the Clandestine Cellular Network138
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conduct counter-surveillance; to reconnect the network when key leaders 
are detained or killed; to clandestinely recruit new members in order to 
purposefully grow the organization or replace losses; to hide key individuals 
using safe houses; to provide security for locations, such as meeting places 
and safe-houses; and lastly, to facilitate clandestine skill training between 
the superior and subordinates.139

Impersonal Communications 
Impersonal communications, also known as cut-outs, functionally com-
partmentalize the networks as an additional precaution to the organiza-
tional forms of compartmentalization explained in the previous chapter.140 
Impersonal communications, as the name implies, is anything other than 
face-to-face contact between two members of the organization.141 Impersonal 
communication is a method of ensuring that two individuals never come 
in direct contact, and thus cannot be physically linked to one another.142 

Impersonal contact includes passive and active methods, the difference 
being in the type of signature produced.143 Passive methods include mail or 
dead-drops, live drops, and clandestine codes or signals hidden within dif-
ferent types of media.144 Active methods include short or long-range radios, 
phone, and Internet, all which emit signals that can be more readily detected 
by technologically capable counterinsurgents.145

Passive measures are used to minimize signature in high-threat envi-
ronments. Couriers are the most secure means of transmitting messages or 
moving items, such as weapons, between two individuals.146 The key require-
ment for couriers are their ability to move some distance, including through 
counterinsurgent population-control measures, such as checkpoints, with-
out arousing suspicion.147 Women and children may be used as couriers to 
decrease suspicion and the chance of search if moving sensitive items or 
written information.148 Although couriers are one of the most secure meth-
ods, they and their messages can be intercepted, as was the case with the 
letter sent from al-Qaeda’s Ayman al-Zawahiri to Abu Musab Zarqawi in 
Iraq that exposed a rift between the al-Qaeda core leadership and Zarqawi 
over Zarqawi’s tactics against the Shi’a in Iraq.149 

The second method of impersonal communication is the mail drop, also 
known as a letter drop or dead drop.150 In this method, one member of the 
network places a message or item at a certain location, the drop site, which 
for larger items could be a cache. The deliverer then alerts the receiver, 
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through other clandestine means, to pick up the item, resulting in no per-
sonal contact between individuals.151 French counterinsurgency practitioner 
Roger Trinquier provides a description of the Algerian underground use 
of mail drops: “Carefully kept apart from other elements of the organiza-
tion, the network was broken down into a number of quite distinct and 
compartmented branches, in communication only with the network chief 
through a system of letter boxes.”152 Although mail or letter drop describes 
the idea of leaving a letter or package in the Western mindset, and at times 
may include literally using the post office, this wording also symbolized 
that some unconventional locations may act as “mail boxes.” Orlov provides 
some examples of the use of unconventional hiding places:

Hiding places, such as a hollow in a tree…or a deep crack in a wall…
or a hole bored in a public monument, take the place of mailing 
addresses….A special system of ‘indicators’ is used to orient each 
agent as to the specific hiding place where a message is awaiting 
him….The ‘indicator’ consists of a number or a symbol written on 
a wall, a park bench, or somewhere inside a railway station, post 
office, or public telephone booth.153

Thus the “item” is dropped off by one individual and then hours or days 
later, when the other individual sees the “indicator,” he can recover the 
item, place an “indicator” signaling that he has retrieved the item, and thus 
ensures that both parties know the status of the communication while main-
taining the anonymity.154

The third method of passive communication is the so-called “live drop.”155 
The difference between a dead drop and live drop is that there is a person at 
the drop site that secures the item being passed between members.156 This 
person is the cut-out, passing the item to the other member when they come 
to the location after being alerted that the item has been left with the live 
drop through some indicator or signal. As Prikhodko explains, 

When communicating by means of a live drop there is no personal 
contact….Operational materials from [deliverer]…are passed 
through a special person who more frequently than not is the 
proprietor of a small private business (book shops, antique dealers, 
[drug stores], etc.). The [receiver] visits the live drop…only after a 
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special signal. The proprietor of the live drop places the signal after 
receiving the items.157

The danger of this method is that if the individual that is the live drop is 
discovered, he has a direct link to the other member and may provide infor-
mation that can lead to the interdiction of the other member, but only if he 
has enough information on the other members, such as names, addresses, 
or acquaintances. If not, then the “live drop” method works as an effective 
cut-out.

Clandestine codes are the fourth method and can be used across different 
types of media to alert other cell members or pass information passively.158 
In print media, this could include ads or announcements in newspapers 
in which the information in the ad is a code that the other cell members 
understand.159 In World War II, the Allies extensively used the nightly Brit-
ish Broadcast Corporation overseas radio broadcasts to the resistance forces 
in Europe to pass information clandestinely on resupply drops and opera-
tional directives. These included the messages that only had meaning for the 
intended receiver, based on a code word intermingled in the broadcast, such 
as a forewarning of an impending parachute resupply drop to the resistance 
on a certain drop zone.160 This same theory causes intelligence agencies to 
conduct in-depth analysis of broadcasts by al-Qaeda core leadership to see 
if there are any hidden messages.161 Finally, code words can be innocuously 
inserted into emails or telephone conversations that for example could pro-
vide warning of security forces approaching or execution orders to conduct 
operations against pre-approved targets.162 Regardless of the means, it is the 
passage of information while maintaining a low signature that makes these 
very difficult to counter.

Active methods of impersonal communications—short- and long-range 
radio, Internet, landline, and cell phone—provide a much faster means of 
communications that has to be weighed against the increased risk of detec-
tion and interdiction by technologically-sophisticated counterinsurgents.163 
Short- and long-range radio transmissions have largely been replaced by 
phone. However, radios may be the only method of rapid communication 
in areas where there is no phone coverage. Radios may also be necessary if 
the instant passage of messages is required, such as an early warning alert 
of counterinsurgency forces moving into the area. Telephones, both landline 
and cell, have a role in impersonal communication, with the disadvantage 
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of producing a signal which a security force could monitor. Phones can also 
be combined with passive measures, such as code words.164 The Internet 
has opened a new clandestine playing field, but like other active measures, 
there are still dangers due to an electronic signal. Thus, instead of being a 
revolutionary adaptation, like the information age network theorists posit, 
the Internet provides the ability to disseminate information and ideology 
quickly and is another tool for communicating, but it comes with associ-
ated risks. The same clandestine techniques presented here have also been 
adapted to the cyberspace, including using cyber dead drops.165 However, 
like other active measures, there are dangers due to the electronic signatures 
that can be detected by the counterinsurgents.166 For example, Jihadists 
have attempted to clandestinely hide their webpage by piggybacking on 
other non-nefarious websites, often without the webmaster’s knowledge, but 
they have been discovered in some cases.167 Despite the strengths of active 
methods, such as rapid communications and long-distance reach, they sig-
nificantly increase the danger for the insurgent due to the signals emitted 
that may be detectable by a technologically-advanced adversary.168

Personal Communications
Meetings between members of a cell or network, who would normally be 
separated by one of the methods of compartmentalization, greatly increase 
the vulnerability of the two members.169 However, despite the risks, there 
may be times when a clandestine leader needs to meet in person with his 
subordinates, instead of using an impersonal means, to gain better situ-
ational awareness, train the subordinate, assess the subordinate, or when 
the clandestine recruiting process explained below requires personal com-
munications with potential recruits.170 As I. E. Prikhodko explains from the 
perspective of an intelligence officer working with his subordinate agent,

Only by personal contact can the case officer study the agent better, 
analyse [sic] his motives, check on and control his activities, and 
finally—and this is of great importance—instruct the agent, train 
him in new methods and in professional [clandestine] skills, develop 
him, and exert an influence on him through personal example.171

Due to the vulnerability, meetings must be thoroughly planned including: 
identifying a meeting location, planning the routes of both individuals to 
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and from the meeting location, establishing security to counter surveillance 
during the individuals’ movements to the location, as well as having security 
around the location to give early warning and a plan if the meeting fails to 
take place.172 As Swiss insurgency expert H. von Dach Bern notes, “meetings 
of [underground] members must be prepared at least as carefully as a raid, 
for they constitute a ‘special type’ of operation.”173

Counter Surveillance
Surveillance is the observation of a person or place to gain or confirm intel-
ligence information, conducted by foot, vehicle, aerial, cyber, mechanical, 
and from a fixed location.174 This section will describe the counter surveil-
lance techniques practiced by the insurgent to defeat the counterinsurgent’s 
attempts at surveillance.175 Counter surveillance methods are those taken by 
the individual members for three purposes: to keep from being surveilled 
while conducting insurgent-related activities; to determine if under surveil-
lance; and to thwart active and passive surveillance in order not to expose 
other members, operations, or physical infrastructure of the network, such 
as safe houses or caches.176 During the Cold War, surveillance was a mix 
of stationary, foot, and vehicle surveillance.177 These types of surveillance 
techniques can be used against cells and networks operating outside zones 
of conflicts where the threat to the surveillance team is minimal. However, 
due to the difficulty of counterinsurgent elements safely conducting foot 
or vehicle surveillance in a high-threat counterinsurgency environment, 
today’s insurgents have to contend more with aerial surveillance, both 
manned and unmanned, as well as other types of intelligence-collection 
platforms. During the hunt for Abu Musab Zarqawi in Iraq, for example, 
an aerial-surveillance platform followed Zarqawi’s spiritual advisor as he 
conducted a counter surveillance operation in which he quickly switched 
vehicles.178 However, the aerial-surveillance package watched this counter 
surveillance maneuver and followed the spiritual advisor to where he met 
with Zarqawi, a fatal application of counter surveillance technique, leading 
to both of their deaths. Regardless of the types of surveillance employed 
by the counterinsurgents, low- or high-technology, the same basic counter 
surveillance principles apply.

The best method of counter surveillance is to keep from being detected 
in the first place. As DA PAM 550-104 noted in 1966,
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A former underground leader has suggested that while it is difficult 
to completely escape modern surveillance methods, there are 
many ways to mislead the surveillants. The underground member, 
wishing to minimize risks and chance factors, attempts to be as 
inconspicuous as possible and refrains from activities which might 
bring attention or notoriety. He strives to make his activities 
conform with the normal behavior and everyday activities of the 
society in which he lives.179

Having cover stories that provide a good reason for being in an area is one 
of the best methods of countering surveillance. For example, a clandestine 
network could use a delivery company driver as a courier, or could move 
large items, such as weapons, hiding them within the shipment, delivering 
the information and items as the driver makes his daily or weekly rounds 
within an urban area.180 Along the same lines, a larger shipping company 
may ship items to numerous locations within a country or even across bor-
ders, giving the clandestine network long-range operational reach to support 
larger networks spread out over geographic regions or even into sanctuary 
areas in neighboring countries. The possibilities are endless.181

Soviet clandestine operations expert I.E. Prikhodko refers to these mea-
sures as “counter-surveillance check routes which afford the most favour-
able [sic] opportunities for the detection of surveillance.”182 As Prikhodko 
explains, these check routes provide the clandestine operator a method 
of determining if they are under surveillance through a combination of 
traveling by different means (car, bus, train) and through different areas 
(urban, rural, congested, and sparsely populated) that would expose any 
surveillance package by forcing them to betray their activity.183 If no surveil-
lance is detected after a certain period of time using the check route, the 
clandestine operator can be reasonably sure that he is not being followed.184 
This technique is used by both the leader and his subordinates if they are 
to meet, or conduct any other type of activity that may compromise other 
members or infrastructure if surveilled. This technique could also be used 
to move to and from safe sites, caches, or dead drop locations. If surveil-
lance is detected, then the clandestine operator cancels the meeting or other 
planned activities so as not to expose the other elements of the network or 
he attempts to lose the surveillance and continue the operation.185
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Emergency Methods for Re-connecting the Network

Cellular or compartmentalized networks are by their nature resilient to 
attacks that kill or capture single individuals, to include key leaders, facilita-
tors, or specially-skilled individuals, who have superiors and subordinates. 
These individuals will be referred to as nodes for clarity in this section. By 
compartmentalizing the organization, the damage done by counterinsurgent 
operations is minimized and allows for the re-connection of the network 
above and below the lost node. In this case, when a node is removed, emer-
gency clandestine communications measures must have been pre-arranged 
by the leader prior to his death or capture, to ensure that his subordinate 
and superior can link up.186 This prearranged method is developed in such 
a fashion that the instructions do not lead to the compromise of either par-
ty.187 Thus, the reconnection procedure must be systematic and clandestine 
principles applied throughout. Without some type of secure and clandes-
tine mechanism to reconnect the network, the network can be successfully 
fractured, and would be indicative of poor clandestine practice.188 In some 
cases, a network can reconnect if the members know each other well, but 
again, this ability is indicative of an insecure network that is operating more 
on luck than on any type of set clandestine procedures.189

In a well-structured clandestine cellular network, emergency commu-
nication methods are established throughout the organization from the 
higher level to the lower levels, as the organization grows, minimizing the 
threat of fracture.190 The reconnection process can take place in four ways: 

Top down—the lost node’s superior to subordinate•	
Bottom-up—subordinate to superior•	
Through a third party or intermediary, using a process similar to a •	
live drop, providing a method for anyone in the organization to regain 
contact with the core network
Through common knowledge of the other network members outside •	
the individual’s normal cellular chain of command, which happens 
in networks that are made up of individuals that know each other 
well191

Regardless of the method, the superior and subordinates may not know each 
other, and thus have to rely on pre-arranged recognition signals, codes, and 
specific actions when they meet.192
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The first method is used when the higher level leader, the superior of 
the killed or captured node, makes contact with the subordinate through 
a pre-arranged method, such as a phone call and code word, or a visible 
signal, much like the one described by Orlov for marking a dead drop.193 The 
superior establishes the special marking in a pre-designated location after 
the node has been removed. The subordinate knows that when he sees this 
emergency signal, he is to carry out the previously agreed upon action given 
to him by his former leader—such as calling a certain number and using 
a code name—going to a certain location at a specific time to meet some-
one.194 Once the two elements have linked up, the superior can provide the 
subordinate with further instructions on what to do and how to maintain 
contact. The superior may elect to promote the subordinate to replace the 
lost node, replace the lost node with someone else, or fill the role himself. 
Regardless of the method, a superior practicing good clandestine technique 
will immediately establish a new form of cut-out to protect the superior and 
subordinate once the meeting is complete.195

In the second method, the subordinate contacts the superior.196 This 
method would be most likely used if the leader of the subordinate was cap-
tured, and the subordinate was worried that his leader may provide infor-
mation leading to the subordinate’s arrest. This may force the subordinate 
to flee the operational area, nullifying any attempt by the superior to use 
pre-arranged signals in the old area of operation. In this case, another set 
of pre-arranged emergency procedures would be used, where the subordi-
nate established an emergency signal at a pre-designated location to alert 
the superior. As before, this would lead to the link up of the two elements, 
and the reconnection.

The third method, much like the live-drop described above, would be a 
location, such as a business, provided to all the members of a network, to 
go in case of lost contact.197 A code word or code name would then be used 
to alert the owner or workers of the need for the individual to get in touch 
with a network leader.198 Once the subordinate initiates the code word, he is 
given further instructions on how the superior would contact them to affect 
the link up. This method is risky for the location owner and workers since it 
acts as a funnel for multiple individuals to use to get in contact with network 
leaders. The individuals working at the location could be detained in an 
attempt to get them to provide information on the superior’s location. This 
was the main method of the Allied evasion networks during World War II, 
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where pilots were given a location to go to in order to get funneled into the 
network, but the Axis was able to infiltrate numerous agents acting as Allied 
pilots to fully expose these networks.199 If the superior has established a solid 
cutout between the location and himself, then he, theoretically, is protected. 
The superior can further protect himself by controlling the location of the 
meeting site and by establishing inner and outer security to observe if the 
subordinate is under surveillance prior to committing to the meeting.

In many cases, the superior and the subordinates do not know each 
other, which requires further application of clandestine methods during the 
actual physical link-up to ensure positive identification. It is the physical act 
of contact with an unknown subordinate that puts the superior at greatest 
risk.200 He has to assume that the subordinate may have been detained, 
turned by the counterinsurgents, or perhaps provided them with the re-
contact plan, and they have inserted an infiltrator, taking advantage of the 
lack of direct knowledge of the individual.201 Due to this threat, the link-up 
is one of the most dangerous acts, and thus requires further application of 
clandestine methods.202 It would be easy to meet at a pre-designated isolated 
location; however, this would make counterinsurgent surveillance easier if 
the subordinate was in fact working for them. Instead, the superior wants 
to blend in and use the human terrain to his advantage.

To do this he will establish a meeting location, likely in a very public 
place, such as a restaurant or market, with numerous escape routes.203 

The location would also provide an environment in which his inner and 
outer security elements could also blend into, or maybe even be part of the 
chosen environment, such as storeowners, sellers, and buyers in the market, 
or other jobs that are natural for the surroundings, in order to identify 
counterinsurgent surveillance. If the superior has indirect contact with the 
subordinate and can pass messages, he may provide detailed instructions, 
describing the exact route to take and providing a set of signals for recogni-
tion, emergency abort, and safe signals, as well as an alternate meeting plan 
if there is a reason the meeting cannot be carried out.204 These instructions 
may also be passed through dead or live drops as well. If conducted cor-
rectly, the inner and outer security should be able to identify surveillance 
or determine if the subordinate is “clean.” If they discover surveillance is 
following the subordinate, then the meeting is cancelled, and the superior 
escapes.205 If not, then the superior and subordinate meet after exchanging 
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recognition signals and code words to verify identities, and then they can 
begin the process of reestablishing the network. 

The final method happens in poorly compartmentalized networks and in 
networks built on pre-existing friendships, acquaintances, or groups, such 
as clans and tribes. In these cases, it is possible for individuals to re-link into 
the network through known individuals. This technique, with numerous 
links that bypass any cut-outs, such as members of one cell that interact with 
other cells, is indicative of a network with poor compartmentalization and 
clandestine practices, and could generally be categorized as an unsecure 
network that is operating at a very high risk. Sherri Greene Ottis’ Heroes: 
Downed Airmen and the French Underground describes this method being 
used by some evasion line networks in WWII to return downed pilots to 
allied control.206 In some cases it worked, mostly out of luck, but for the 
most part, it led to the destruction of multiple escape lines in World War II 
throughout occupied Europe.

It should also be noted that regardless of the method of reconnection, 
once the link-up is successful, the superior will determine how best to rees-
tablish the intermediate node. This will be done either through promoting 
the subordinate of the lost node, bringing in an outside individual that had 
not been previously part of the network, or simply by the superior taking 
over the role himself.207 The course of action is likely determined prior to 
the meeting so that the superior only has to expose himself once during 
this emergency reconnection. If he can reestablish the cut-out simultane-
ously, then once the two depart, the network is generally safe again. If either 
individual is picked up leaving the site, they will not know the whereabouts 
of the other one. With the cut-out reestablished and the new reconnec-
tion instructions and clandestine communications instructions passed to 
the subordinate, the network can once again reconnect if one of the indi-
viduals is captured or killed by security forces soon after the face-to-face 
meeting.208

Clandestine Recruiting
Although there is a perception that clandestine networks are largely made 
up of trusted and known friends and family members, reality throws this 
logic into a spin.209 For an insurgency to be successful, it must increase in 
size and control.210 While family and friends provide an added sense of 
security through loyalty bonds, and may well make up the members of the 
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core group, few insurgent movements can be successful only having the 
support of their close friends or family, including tribes and clans. They 
must branch out and increase their popular support in order to affect large 
political change. To do this, the organization must grow with purpose in 
order to gain access to the population for resources, to replace losses, and 
to gain access to areas to target counterinsurgent forces. Thus, unlike infor-
mation-age networks that grow randomly or without any control mecha-
nism, such as the Internet or social networks, clandestine networks grow 
with purpose—identifying low-risk individuals that bring skills, resources, 
intelligence, or access to targeted areas.211 These individuals go through a 
process of clandestine recruiting.212 Unlike the strong links between trusted 
individuals that have developed trust relationships prior to partaking in 
nefarious activities, clandestine recruiting is largely a method for recruit-
ing unknown individuals or acquaintances of others, a form of social net-
working, and thus a weak link to the clandestine recruiter.213 Generally, the 
recruiter is a network member that is purposefully gaining more links. The 
recruiter may or may not be a network leader, recruiting his subordinates 
directly. He could be a member of the core network who has the right kind 
of background or natural talent for recruiting, who recruits new members 
based on organizational needs, and then passes the recruit off to a network 
leader for actual operational control.214 This may in fact protect the network 
if the recruiting effort goes bad and a potential recruit turns in the recruiter. 
In this case, having good cut-outs between the network and the recruiter 
further protects the network.

The key for the clandestine recruiter is to never let on that he is recruiting 
for the insurgency until he has used his skills to identify, assess, and pos-
sibly test the candidate for recruitment. He must be reasonably certain that 
the recruit will accept his recruitment offer when finally approached.215 The 
recruiter is looking for a recruit who has a personality for clandestine work; 
the right motivation, trustworthiness, and loyalty; special skills or military 
background; access to a specific target location, population, intelligence, or 
resource of importance to 
the insurgency; and has 
the proper background—
ideological, ethnic, or 
religious—to support the 
core movement’s agenda. 

The key for the clandestine recruiter is to 
never let on that he is recruiting for the insur-
gency until he has used his skills to identify, 
assess, and possibly test the candidate for 
recruitment.
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In some cases, if there is doubt about the recruit’s willingness to work with 
the insurgency, the recruiter may have embarrassing background informa-
tion to blackmail the recruit or he may simply gain compliance through 
coercion and threats to kill the recruit or members of the recruit’s family 
if he does not cooperate.216 If the person declines the offer to work with the 
insurgents, then the same methods of blackmail or coercion can be used to 
keep them from going to the counterinsurgents.

Another purposeful growth model, other than recruiting, includes 
insurgent leaders marrying into families, tribes, or clans, to gain instant 
rapport, loyalty, commitment, and access to the resources of the group, 
much like the monarchies of old, where the sons and daughters would be 
married to link kingdoms or countries.217 This technique depends on the 
cultural and societal norms, but may effectively unite groups quickly. This is 
a favorite technique of al-Qaeda to try to quickly gain the trust and backing 
of tribes, as was evident in al-Anbar in the year leading up to the “Anbar 
Awakening.”218

Safe Houses
Safe houses are used as part of core members’ daily pattern of hiding from 
counterinsurgent forces, or if members are under pressure of pursuit by 
counterinsurgents and “need to go underground.”219 Safe houses are loca-
tions that should not draw attention, nor be readily connected to any pattern 
of insurgency or criminal activities.220 These locations give the user a place to 
hide or stay that has a built-in but invisible inner and outer security ring to 
provide early warning and protection.221 Key leaders may use a series of safe 
houses daily to allow them to change location regularly to thwart attempts 
by counterinsurgency forces to interdict them. They generally move based 
on either early warning or within the amount of time they believe it would 
take for the counterinsurgents to gather intelligence, develop a plan, get 
approval, and conduct the operation. This may cause them to move every 
few hours or days, depending on the perceived threats, the capability of their 
early warning, and how good an escape plan they have. It is not uncom-
mon to hear of insurgent leaders who move every few hours each day to 
make sure that they are not captured.222 If the counterinsurgents conduct 
operations against the safe house, but miss the insurgent leader, then the 
insurgent leader knows that he cannot reuse that safe house location with-
out an increase in risk since the house may be under surveillance, or the 
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informant that provided the information that drove the counterinsurgents 
to raid the location may still be active.

As shown in Figure 6, safe houses are maintained by a subordinate leader 
as part of an operational support network.223 The person that maintains 
the safe house is not involved in any other organizational functions so as 
not to draw attention and jeopardize the safe house.224 The leader uses the 
safe house or safe location as randomly as possible so as not to provide 
the counterinsurgent with a distinguishable pattern amongst several safe 
houses.225 At each location, a system of emergency signals would alert the 
user whether the location is safe or not. For example, safe signals may be 
the “predesignated [sic] placement of shutters; flower pots; arrangement of 
curtains; open or closed windows; or clothes hanging on clothes lines.”226 
Changes to these pre-designated signals would alert the leader that the site 
was not safe. The leader may also establish a personal evasion network or 
line, also depicted in Figure 2, in which he establishes all the safe houses, 
safe-house keepers, and movement plans himself so no one else in his orga-
nization knows.227 This gives the network leader the ability to escape if the 
rest of his organization is detained. The evasion may be interstate, or extend 
over borders into sanctuary areas or other international locations.228

Security at a Location 
Security at any location, such as meeting sites, safe houses, and dead 
drops, provides a means of early warning to give the network members 
an opportunity to escape or not approach the location.229 To conduct this 
type of operation, the member responsible for establishing the location 
must have good communications with the members conducting security 
in order to get near real-time warning of impending danger. Two secu-
rity rings are established—inner and outer.230 Inner security is responsible 
with immediate security around the site, and may be armed to disrupt any 
counterinsurgent operations that penetrate the outer security without being 
detected in order to give the underground members time to escape. Outer 
security observes likely routes into the location that the counterinsurgents 
may use. A system for communicating must be established, and may include 
cell or telephones, short-range radio, signals, or runners.231 There should also 
be an agreement on actions of the security elements and the individuals at 
the location, whether to fight, flee, or if the security elements will fight the 
counterinsurgents to give the key network members a chance to escape.232
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In some cases, the security elements may simply be passive, watching key 
counterinsurgency locations such as bases or airfields, or the security ele-
ments may be individuals infiltrated onto one of these installations—such as 
cooks, maintenance personnel, laundry facility workers, contractors, or even 
interpreters— that provide a form of outer-ring early warning, but within 
the enemy camp.233 This passive security measure could include overhearing 
conversations between soldiers about upcoming missions or information 
found in the trash. In the case of locally hired interpreters, they may even be 
directly briefed on upcoming missions against the network that they actu-
ally work for, thus providing the ultimate security and situational awareness 
for the network leaders. If the interpreter deems the threat to be immedi-
ate, then he can risk calling the network leader direct with the warning. In 
the case of infiltrators whose duty does not allow for daily movements on 
and off the counterinsurgent installation, such as the interpreter who may 
have ongoing operations or strange hours due to ongoing operations, or the 
information is not time sensitive, then another clandestine communication 
method can be used. For example, other local-hires purposefully infiltrated 
onto the installation by the network leaders with regular daily schedules 
may be the courier between the network leaders and interpreter or other 
intelligence gatherers. In this case, they may use a dead or live-drop proce-
dure to pass the information, or the courier may use the same method to 
pass instructions from the leaders to the agent.

Other passive outer-ring security techniques may include recruiting 
business owners whose businesses sit astride likely counterinsurgent routes, 
or even outside the gates of counterinsurgent installations. The movie Black-
hawk Down also provides an example of outer security, where a young boy 
is paid to sit and watch over the airfield. He then phones the cell leader to 
report activity, in the case of the movie, the over flight of a large helicopter 
assault force departing the airfield.234 Passive security can consist of anyone 
who does not draw the counterinsurgents’ attention.

Clandestine Skills Training
New and old members must be continually trained and tested on the clan-
destine methods above to make sure they are not violating the clandestine 
procedures of the network.235 As Prikhodko explains,
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Clandestinity in agent operations is directly dependent on the 
indoctrination...keeping in mind the main objective: to offer 
assistance, to show how to fulfil [sic] his assigned task better and 
more securely, [and] to help correct mistakes he has committed or 
eliminate inherent shortcomings.236

However, the best training is risky due to the fact that the leader and subor-
dinate must meet in person until the leader is confident that his subordinate 
is trained.237 This training can take place in any secure location and may 
include any of the functional skills described above, as well as operational 
skills required by the individual, such as the employment of new weapons 
systems.238 As Prikhodko notes, “The [network, branch, or cell leader’s] task 
is to train [subordinates] properly and to transfer [them] to impersonal 
forms of communications in good time.”239

If the insurgency is receiving external support and is directly work-
ing with intelligence or special operations personnel from the external 
supporter, personnel may undergo specialized training in tradecraft and 
other clandestine operational capabilities. During the Cold War, commu-
nist insurgent leaders received extensive training by communist regimes, 
especially the Soviets, such as the courses taught at the Lenin School.240 The 
ability of nation-states and non-state actors to provide this type of in-depth 
training continues today, but much more covertly, to provide plausible deni-
ability, such as the training provided by Iran to Iraqi Shi’a insurgents.241 This 
training may be conducted simply during a personal meeting between the 
underground member and the external support representative locally or 
could include training outside the country of conflict, such as in sanctuaries 
or other locations chosen by the external supporter. Person-to-person train-
ing, as noted above, increases the risk of all parties involved, but training at 
external sites provides the opportunity for intense training to be conducted 
while not under pressure from the counterinsurgents.

The last method is training conducted almost as independent study, 
including reading historic literature, manuals produced by the insurgent 
organization, or online references. Obviously, this is the least preferred 
method for training individuals in the organization. The Internet provides 
a balance, with the ability to provide video, and rapidly disseminate new 
tactics, techniques, and procedures, but still far from perfect. Without con-
trolled or precision distribution to desired individuals, the counterinsurgent 
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can view and learn from these as well. The medium for distribution may 
also not reach isolated individuals. Stratfor’s Fred Burton correctly identifies 
the problems with this type of training in tradecraft,

While some basic [clandestine] skills and concepts…can be learned 
in a classroom or over the Internet, taking that information and 
applying it to a real-world situation, particularly in a hostile 
environment, can be exceedingly difficult. The application often 
requires subtle and complex skills that are difficult to master simply 
by reading about them: The behaviors of polished tradecraft are 
not intuitive and in fact frequently run counter to human nature. 
That is why intelligence and security professionals require in-depth 
training and many hours of practical experience in the field.242

Thus, freedom of movement is paramount for clandestine leaders to gain 
access to their network members, especially new members, and provide 
clandestine training if they expect their subordinates to survive.

This is one reason why prior to transitioning from the latent and incipient 
phase to other phases of an insurgency, the core group attempts to establish 
an extensive clandestine cellular network, to include training subordinates, 
before counterinsurgent operations and population control measures can be 
implemented. This requirement for personal contact for training provides 
counterinsurgents with an exploitable weakness of clandestine networks—
the requirement for freedom of movement. Without freedom of movement, 
the result of population-control measures that isolate the population from 
the insurgents, the insurgent leaders are unable to replace, further develop, 
or grow a clandestinely competent network that has a chance for long-term 
survival. This explains why the periphery or edge elements, the “low-hanging 
fruit” of the clandestine organization, may receive little or no clandestine 
training since these elements can be replaced more easily and with less risk 
to the network than it would take to train them to be proficient.243

Considerations for Elements at the Edge of the Clandestine 
Organization (Cells and individuals)
Unlike other parts of the clandestine cellular network, the edge elements are 
generally poorly-trained individuals hired specifically to carry out attacks 
on the counterinsurgents. By their very nature, these are the highest-risk 
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operations carried out by the clandestine network. If the skills required 
to conduct these attacks are minimal, then the hiring of less skilled, but 
more abundant individuals is preferred. The training these individuals or 
cells receive on clandestine arts will depend solely on how easy they are to 
replace. The harder to replace, the more time the network leadership will 
spend to train them to minimize their signature and provide them with 
some level of protection.

These types of cells and individuals are the true “low-hanging fruit” 
of a clandestine cellular network and likely consist of individuals that 
are hired to carry out direct attacks or intelligence collection against the 
counterinsurgent force. In most cases, these cells consist of individuals that 
are formed by a cell leader who may or may not have training or experience 
in clandestine operations. Generally, the cell leader is the only individual 
that links to the main network through a cut-out, while the rest of the cell 
communicates amongst themselves. These individuals may simply be in 
need of money, desire to regain honor by fighting the counterinsurgent 
directly, or they are not competent enough for higher levels of responsibility 
within the organization.244 They are hired to participate with the recogni-
tion by the network leadership that they will likely not survive long against 
competent counterinsurgents. Even with little training, they will cause some 
disruption in the counterinsurgent activities, but can be quickly replaced 
by other individuals with similar needs (money, regain honor, et cetera) if 
or when interdicted.

The only thing that matters to the leader is that there is a solid cut-out 
between the cell and the clandestine organization. If the leader can replace 
a cell simply by paying a group of individuals to attack the counterinsurgent 
force, he can repeat this process indefinitely. There is no incentive to waste 
time and risk his exposure trying to link-up to train the group in clandes-
tine arts or to expose himself to try to physically reconnect the cell to the 
network if the cell is interdicted.245 This is especially pertinent when the cell 
is responsible for engaging the enemy, either directly with small-arms fire, 
or indirectly with an explosive device, and thus becomes a priority target 
of the counterinsurgent.

This attention these edge organizations draw from the counterinsurgent 
serves an additional purpose, intentionally or not. Simply based on require-
ments for force protection, the local counterinsurgent force will have the 
local cells and individuals on their high priority target lists for interdiction. 
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If the cell is very proficient, then the counterinsurgent may become solely 
focused on capturing or killing the cell. The proclivity of U.S. and the West 
counternetwork operations to focus on these kinetic elements of the insur-
gency provides the true clandestine organization with a built in “security 
buffer.” Thus, the counterinsurgent is focused on the most kinetically active 
elements of the insurgency, and therefore is unable to focus on the non-ki-
netic elements of the clandestine cellular network that are of greater danger 
to the overall COIN effort. In effect, these less-trained and sophisticated 
elements end up being the primary target of the counterinsurgent.246 This 
provides the clandestine cellular network with time and space to provide 
support to other elements that are achieving the tactical, operational, and 
strategic objectives of the movement.

Lastly, there is little requirement for emergency reconnection of edge 
elements when they are interdicted. Even if a cell member manages to evade 
capture and escapes from or is released by the counterinsurgents, the clan-
destine leaders must decide if it is worth the risk to reincorporate the indi-
vidual. Before the leadership conducts procedures for emergency reconnect, 
the leaders of the clandestine network must trust the individual enough to 
reincorporate them into the organization. Since these elements are easier 
to replace, the leadership may decide that the risks for re-incorporating an 
individual that may be under control or surveillance of the counterinsurgent 
are too great. In this case, this individual will not be reincorporated or even 
contacted.

Section Summary
This section described how clandestine networks use function—clan-
destine art or tradecraft—to minimize signature and thus detection by 
counterinsurgent forces. The form in this case is functional compartmen-
talization, which complements the organizational and structural compart-
mentalization described earlier. Functional compartmentalization refers to 
the actions of the network members to reduce the signature of the inter-
actions between members. This is done to “hide” the network from the 
counterinsurgents in order to protect the clandestine cellular network from 
effective counternetwork operations.

This section analyzed historic examples of different types of clandestine 
interactions to provide the reader with a deeper understanding of the types 
of actions that take place in clandestine cellular networks including personal 
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and impersonal communications, how networks reconnect when nodes are 
removed through counternetwork operations, counter surveillance, and 
recruiting. This section also discussed how insurgents learn and how they 
risk the interdiction of the less-trained elements along the edge or periphery 
of the actual clandestine network to attack the counterinsurgent.

Thus, this section’s explanation of functional compartmentalization and 
signature reduction, along with the previous section on organizational and 
structural compartmentalization together provide the resilience of the clan-
destine cellular network. Through both the form and function, the clandes-
tine cellular network is able to ensure its survival, the ultimate logic of the 
clandestine cellular network.
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Logic of Clandestine Cellular Networks4. 

From an understanding of the form and function, the logic behind 
clandestine cellular networks emerges. The main purpose of this orga-

nizational form and the way it functions is for long-term survival in order 
for the movement to reach its political end state. Every aspect of the form, 
function, and logic is focused on limiting damage from counterinsurgent 
strikes or making it difficult for the counterinsurgent to find something 
decisive to strike. It is about balancing the need to conduct operations to 
gain and maintain support while also protecting the core movement. It is 
these aspects of clandestine cellular networks that are difficult for Western 
theorists and practitioners to understand and recognize because they gener-
ally do not have a worldview based on the idea of long-term or survival. The 
West has grown accustomed to quick conventional wars and has a difficult 
time understanding how any individual would be willing to live under the 
strain of a clandestine lifestyle, constantly in fear of being killed or captured, 
willing to risk everything for a cause, and operating this way for years or 
even decades. As DA PAM 550-104 explains:

To fully understand how and why an individual makes certain 
decisions or takes certain actions, it is essential to understand 
how he perceives the world around him…. [Individuals] assume 
roles which are defined by the nature of the organization. For this 
reason knowledge of underground organization is important and 
prerequisite to the understanding of the behavior of underground 
members. When an individual joins a subversive organization, the 
organization becomes a major part of his daily life and alters his 
patterns of behavior markedly.247

Clandestine cellular networks are also not easy to understand militarily 
since the whole premise seems conniving, unjust, and subversive, versus the 
accepted nobility of modern warriors, who practice overt lethal operations. 
It is the reason Western militaries are drawn to fighting overt guerrillas, 
and why the current and past doctrinal publications focus so heavily on 
the counter-guerrilla fight, yet barely mention anything about the under-
ground.248 Western militaries readily understand overt military units with 
general hierarchal formations. They do not understand clandestine cellular 
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networks. It is the same reason that the modern ideas of “networks” do not 
seem to capture the form, function, and logic of insurgent networks. This is 
why in the absence of understanding, theorists and practitioners alike apply 
their own understanding of networks based on Western perceptions. Thus, 
they cognitively force the square peg of “clandestine cellular networks” into 
the round hole of modern “information-age networks.” The logic of clandes-
tine cellular networks is the antithesis to technologically- focused conven-
tional warfare and highly connected information-age networks. Based on 
this study, the reality of clandestine cellular networks and their form and 
function presents a very different picture. The final element is the systemic 
understanding of the logic ensuring the movement’s survival in order to 
achieve its political goals.

Goals and Survival
The overall political goals of the movement are the definite driving force 
behind the logic of the organization. The successful accomplishment of 
the goals is partly driven by the strategy, the ideology, or motivation, but 
ultimately rests on the fact that the organization must survive to reap the 
benefits of its struggle.249 Successful accomplishment of the purpose of the 
insurgency, whether to coerce, disrupt, dissuade, or overthrow a govern-
ment, or force the withdrawal of an occupying power, rests on its ability to 
maintain its potential for carrying on the conflict—winning by not losing—
which is why the organizational form, function, and logic of clandestine 
cellular networks matter. It provides a means of keeping the core members 
alive, regardless of setbacks. The clandestine network will gladly sacrifice 
the overt elements for the sake of the clandestine element’s survival.250 It 
will revert to the latent and incipient phase if necessary and will wait for 
better conditions, which may be months, years, or decades.251

Time for the insurgent relates to the desire and motivation for accom-
plishing the goal, not convenience or impatience. This also separates those 
insurgents that can be morally and cognitively defeated, generally based 
on grievances or false motivating factors that prove unreachable, and those 
that will require killing or capturing, which are generally the ideologically-
motivated individuals, driven by religion, culture, or ethnicity. The core may 
apply other less-overt means of conflict to create space and time to regener-
ate or strengthen the underground. These measures could include:
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Using overt political wings to attempt to reach the goals through non-•	
violent means, while increasing the strength of overt and clandestine 
elements in the insurgency if nonviolent means are unsuccessful; 
Ending lethal operations and going completely underground until •	
more favorable conditions exist
Agreeing with government cease fires in order to buy time to rebuild •	
the organization
Even reconciling with the government, but demobilizing only the •	
overt elements of the movement, ensuring that the clandestine ele-
ments survive to continue the fight in the near future

All of these measures are meant to ensure the key parts of the organization 
survive to fight for the insurgency another day. 

The combination of attaining goals and survival explains the logic that 
makes insurgencies so difficult to defeat, and why insurgents that use the 
protracted war theory in conjunction with this logic can wear down a gov-
ernment, an occupier, or a nation-state providing external support to the 
host nation.252 This is the same reason insurgencies that use military focused 
insurgency strategies, better known as Foco—small bands of guerrillas 
with no infrastructure as inspired by Che Guevera—or insurgencies that 
have a single charismatic leader, succeed only when the governments they 
face are incompetent. In these cases, if the government practices coun-
terinsurgency with some competence, they can more easily defeat these 
movements. In both cases, military-focused movements and movements 
built around a charismatic leader can be defeated because they lack a solid 
clandestine cellular network upon which to build, support, and sustain the 
movement, while simultaneously providing the organization with resilience 
in the face of setbacks.253 Conspiratorial insurgencies, on the other hand, 
are primarily underground, and thus can survive a long time, but may lack 
the mass—physical, moral, or cognitive—to pose a serious threat in the 
near and mid-term, unless it is capable of fomenting a mass uprising or 
conducting a coup d’état.254

Israeli military theorist Shimon Naveh provides an interesting and appli-
cable interpretation of goals. He notes that military systems, which are based 
on their use of violence, loosely describe insurgencies as having two “inter-
action characteristics.” The first matches with the organizational form of 
a hierarchy with decentralized execution as found in clandestine cellular 
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networks, which Naveh refers to as the “succession of echelonment.” This is 
based on “a deep setting, hierarchal structure and a columnar mode of rela-
tion between the system’s components, or between sub-systems within the 
overall system.”255 Second, is “the absolute dominance of the system’s [goal],” 
which as Naveh explains is, “the initial assertion of the [goal] of the system’s 
brain or directing authority predetermines the comprehensive whole, i.e. 
the all-embracing accomplishment of its future destined action.”256 In this 
sense, the use of a clandestine cellular network as the organizational form is 
inherent due to the insatiable desire for organizational survival in order to 
succeed in its political struggle. This same theory is behind the historic con-
spiratorial insurgency and shows the amateurish idea of a Foco insurgency 
as espoused by Che Guevara, which rests entirely on the most vulnerable 
component of the insurgency--the guerrillas—with its vulnerability due to 
its overt nature. Although Guevara may have survived the application of 
his Foco theory in Cuba due to the ineptness of the Batista government, 
he paid with his life for using it in Bolivia.257 In Guevara’s case, he desired 
to have his theory launch a greater revolutionary movement in the Third 
World, but did not link the “logic” of the movement with the correct form 
and function based on changing circumstances in the countries where he 
wanted to spread his movement. In Bolivia’s case, the Bolivian counterin-
surgency effort, with advisory assistance from U.S. Special Forces, was much 
more competent and capable in finding and defeating Guevara’s guerrilla 
band. The logic drives the function and form of the movement, but it cannot 
be applied to all situations without modifications to account for different 
circumstances, threat tactics, terrain, and so forth.

Pressures and Stresses in Clandestine Cellular Networks
In order to understand the logic of clandestine cellular networks, it is imper-
ative to understand the effects on the members of the organization due to 
the constant physical, moral, and cognitive pressures associated with operat-
ing clandestinely. The simple fact that clandestine networks operate under 
the constant pressure of “death or capture,” further delineates clandestine 
cellular networks from information-age networks.258 Individuals involved 
in information-age networks such as the Internet, business, or social net-
working do not normally operate under the pressure of being killed or cap-
tured.259 They may have pressures such as market share or popularity, which 
may equate to “survival,” but in response, these networks survive by having 
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the largest signature as possible to draw new clients, business contacts, or 
market share. The pressures on the clandestine individual differ most read-
ily in the fact that members of the organization must practice clandestine 
arts in every aspect of their lives, or risk death or capture. Author Raymond 
Momboisse, in his book Blueprint of Revolution, provides an interesting 
summary of the pressure of clandestine life:

Underground work itself, even if stripped of all danger, is hard work. 
It must be done meticulously and yet at high speed. But danger 
cannot be removed; it is an integral part of the way of life and 
it takes its toll physically and mentally. The pressure is beyond 
description. The underground worker constantly lives on nerves, 
as he must, watching his every move, his every word. The work 
stretches nerves and fatigue stretches them even further, but it is the 
constant fear that nearly snaps those nerves. The agent cannot let 
anything go unnoted and unquestioned. He is in a constant state of 
fear, indeed, he must be, for it works to keep him alive. It maintains 
the instincts of self-preservation on continuous alert.260

When they fail to practice the clandestine arts or establish their networks 
in accordance with a secure organizational form, they begin to have an 
increased signature which the counterinsurgents can exploit.

Complacency, laziness, and overconfidence of network leaders or mem-
bers are all exploitable elements of human nature. It is the individuals who 
practice solid clandestine art that survive, but they pay a price due to the 
constant pressures they live under which includes:

Paranoia of being constantly followed or under surveillance•	
Fear of compromise by infiltrators or spies, which leads to distrust•	
Requirements of clandestine lifestyles, such as constantly changing •	
locations to remain safe from counterinsurgent raids or strikes
Not having direct control of subordinates nor having direct contact •	
with superiors
Needing tactical, operational and strategic patience due to the slow •	
responsiveness of clandestine networks as information is passed up 
and down the network clandestinely
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The pressure also mounts as network members are killed or captured, 
especially for the superior or subordinate of these individuals.261 Depend-
ing on the experience level of the leaders and members, the removal of 
individual nodes within the network, or cells that are on the edge of the 
organization, may or may not cause an increase in pressure. Generally, in 
an experienced network with solid organizational and functional compart-
mentalization and practices, single nodes or periphery cells being killed or 
captured is expected and well within the tolerance levels of the network. 
While disconcerting, it is not demoralizing. Seasoned clandestine operators 
overcome some of this anxiety by trusting that the form and function that 
protect them and the network are still sound.

Additionally, and often overlooked, is the fact that experience and con-
fidence increases for those individuals unfortunate enough to get detained, 
questioned, and even imprisoned, but eventually released. By having expo-
sure to the interworking of the counterinsurgents detention processes, the 
network members gain a new level of understanding of the inner workings 
of the counterinsurgents’ methods that they can then use to educate their 
organization. For those who get the opportunity to intermingle with other 
detainees, it provides the additional opportunity to make contacts and gain 
additional knowledge on how other networks are operating. The counter-
insurgency practice of detaining members of a network but releasing them 
prior to the defeat of the network, commonly referred to as “catch and 
release programs,” makes the organization stronger and more confident.262 
They begin to learn and adapt to the counterinsurgent tactical operations 
and detention processes.263 This increases the confidence of the network 
leaders and allows lessons learned to be passed to less-experienced mem-
bers to mentally prepare them for similar experiences. It also provides the 
leaders with decision points on warning other network members of the 
individual’s detention if there is a chance of compromise to other parts of 
the network.

Finally, and another often overlooked result of regular expo-
sure to counterinsurgent and counternetwork operations is that the 
counterinsurgents begin to establish discernible patterns. This is especially 
problematic when the counterinsurgents use the same tactics, techniques, 
and procedures against individuals in the same network. The insurgents 
continue to learn from each interaction with the counterinsurgents and 
are always looking for weaknesses or patterns that they can exploit. This 
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includes developing patterns of indicators and early warning of potential 
counterinsurgency or counternetwork operations, and more importantly, 
the realization of the type of intelligence the counterinsurgent is using to 
make decisions on when and who to target. Examples of questions that 
the network leaders and members might ask themselves after any type of 
attack on the network may include: How did this happen? How did the 
counterinsurgents find the member? What was he doing when he was 
detained or killed? Who knew he was at the location? Were there any odd 
occurrences before the attack? And, what new tactic, technique, or pro-
cedures did the counterinsurgent use in executing this strike?264 All are 
pertinent questions that may expose an organizational vulnerability that 
requires the network to adapt.

This knowledge also allows the clandestine cellular network leaders to 
develop counter tactics, to include providing false targeting information 
to deceive or to bait the counterinsurgents into a position of disadvan-
tage. When the insurgent is able to turn the tables on the counterinsurgent 
by using the counterinsurgent’s own tactics, techniques, and procedures 
against them, then the insurgents have the initiative. With the initiative 
comes increased confidence and reduced stress since the insurgents are 
dictating the counterinsurgent’s actions.

Section Summary
This section described the logic of clandestine cellular networks—long-term 
survival—which requires the form and function of the networks to guaran-
tee. As this section explained, it is the main purpose of the organizational 
form and function to reduce the risk of detection and compromise that 
may lead to organizational defeat prior to the realization of the movement’s 
political end state. The aspects of form and function all work together to 
ensure the viability of the clandestine cellular network, and ultimately the 
movement.

This section further describes the difficulties of living the life as a clan-
destine operator. The stresses the individual feels subside with experience. 
Analysis of the form, function, and the logic provides a set of principles for 
clandestine cellular networks, presented in the next section.
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The Principles of Clandestine Cellular 5. 
Networks

Based on an analysis of the form, function, and logic of clandestine cellular 
networks, the survival of a clandestine organization rests on six princi-

ples (see Figure 11): compartmentalization, resilience, low signature, purpose-
ful growth, operational risk, and organizational learning. These six principles 
can be used by the counterinsurgent to analyze current network theories, doc-
trine, and clandestine adversaries to identify strengths and weaknesses.

First, compartmentalization comes both from form and function and 
protects the organization by reducing the number of individuals with direct 
knowledge of other members, plans, and operations. Compartmentaliza-
tion provides the proverbial wall to counter counterinsurgent exploitation 
and intelligence driven operations. Second, resilience comes from orga-
nizational form and functional compartmentalization, which not only 
minimizes damage due to counterinsurgency strikes on the network, but 
also provides a functional method for reconnecting the network around 
individuals (nodes) that have been killed or captured. Third is low signa-
ture, a functional component based on the application of clandestine art or 
tradecraft, which minimize the signature of communications, movement, 
inter-network interaction, and operations of the network. Purposeful growth 

Figure 13. Principles of Clandestine Cellular Networks265
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is the fourth principle, highlighting the fact that these types of networks 
do not grow in accordance to modern information network theories, but 
grow with purpose or aim—to gain access to a target, sanctuary, popula-
tion, intelligence, or resources.266 Purposeful growth primarily relies on 
clandestine means of recruiting new members based on the overall purpose 
of the network, branch, or cell.

The fifth principle is operational risk, which stresses the clandestine 
paradox between conducting operations to gain or maintain influence, rel-
evance, or reach in order to attain the political goals and long-term survival 
of the movement.267 Operations increase the observable signature of the 
organization, threatening its survival. The paradox comes in balancing 
the risk—winning by not losing. It is in these terms that the clandestine 
cellular networks of the underground develop overt fighting forces—rural 
and urban—to lethally and non-lethally interact with the target audiences: 
the population, the government, the international community, and third 
party countries conducting foreign internal defense in support of the gov-
ernment forces.268 This is done to gain moral, physical, and/or cognitive 
advantage over the counterinsurgent forces and the government by increas-
ing the popular internal support for the movement, as well gain or maintain 
external support from third party nations or non-state actors. This interac-
tion invariably leads to increased observable signature and counternetwork 
operations against the insurgent overt elements. However, to balance the 
paradox of operational risk, these overt elements can rebuild given time 
and resources. What cannot be rebuilt are the core members, the driving 
force behind the insurgency. These elements stay alive by taking care not 
to emit any signature that can be detected by the counterinsurgent unless 
necessary, and making sure they are compartmented from each other should 
one be detected.

Lastly, organizational learning, the sixth principle, is the fundamental 
need to learn and adapt the clandestine cellular network to: 

The current situation•	
The threat environment•	
The overall organizational goals and strategy•	
The relationship with the external support mechanisms•	
The changing tactics, techniques, and procedures of the •	
counterinsurgents
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Technology•	
Terrain—physical, human, and cyber•	

Although the insurgent core and network leaders and members must con-
tinually adapt and learn based on these factors, one of the most important 
clandestine principles is to learn and adapt based on successes and fail-
ures of the form, function, and logic of the clandestine cellular network.269 
Understanding, learning, and adapting to the factors above allows for the 
clandestine cellular network to become stronger and more proficient.

Thus, much of the logic of clandestine cellular networks emerges from 
these six principles, and all evolve around the often repeated adage, “insur-
gents win by not losing.” It is for this reason that survival of the movement’s 
core members, or other highly dedicated members who will carry on the 
fight even if the core is lost, is imperative. These members must remain 
largely under the counterinsurgent radar by applying the form, function, 
and logic of clandestine cellular networks for long-term survival. The insur-
gents may lose the conventional battle, including all of their overt force, but 
the organization can and will rebuild upon its core, even if it has to wait for 
a long period of time for the right conditions to reemerge. Insurgent time 
and Western time are not comparable, nor are the insurgent and Western 
ideas of defeat.

Defeat of a conventional fighting force in the past may have meant vic-
tory, but for an insurgency, the defeat of its overt forces equates to only a set-
back.270 Defeat against an insurgency also does not come simply by securing 
the population, as U.S. doctrine promotes, although this is the first step.271 
The other steps that must take place include isolating the clandestine net-
works from external support, and isolating the reconcilable insurgents from 
the irreconcilables. Until these conditions are satisfactorily met, the fight 
will continue, maybe not overtly, with subversion and terrorism once again 
emerging as the primary methods of the latent-and-incipient phase, but it 
will continue, especially for ideologically motivated individuals. Victory 
comes for the counterinsurgent only when there are no more irreconcilables, 
either through turning them, completely isolating and thus marginalizing 
them, capturing and long-term detention, or killing them. This is the only 
way to truly overcome the form, function, and logic to gain victory against 
the insurgents. However, if the insurgents successfully apply the principles 
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of clandestine cellular networks, then their ability to survive is fundamental 
to the eventual realization of the movement’s political goals.
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Conclusion and Recommendations6. 

In seeking a solution, it is essential to realize that in modern warfare 
we are not up against just a few armed bands spread across a given 
territory, but rather against an armed clandestine organization 
whose essential role is to impose its will upon the population. 
Victory will be obtained only through the complete destruction of 
that organization. This is the master concept that must guide us in 
our study of modern warfare. —Roger Trinquier (1964)272

Conclusion

Although each insurgency is unique, underground clandestine cellular net-
works as the foundation of insurgent organizations are not, nor are their 
form, function, and logic. Since the dawn of society, clandestine cellular 
networks have been used to hide nefarious activities within the human ter-
rain. While there has been an increased interest in the use of these types of 
networks since 9/11, few network theorists or counternetwork theorists and 
practitioners understand that these networks have a peculiar organizational 
form, function, and logic. The wrong ontology and epistemology, largely 
based on mirror-imaging information-age network theories onto clandes-
tine cellular networks, have led many network and counternetwork theorists 
astray. Most theorists and practitioners cognitively mirror information-age 
networks to clandestine cellular networks, which, as this monograph has 
shown, is largely incorrect. Failure to understand the aspects of clandestine 
cellular networks has huge implications to both the way network theorists 
study and model networks, as well as how network attack theorists recom-
mend defeating clandestine cellular networks. This misunderstanding is due 
to the lack of appreciation for the form, function, and logic of clandestine 
cellular networks, and ultimately the importance of “organization,” one of 
the seven dynamics of insurgency.

Within the seven dynamics of insurgency, theoretical and doctrinal 
understanding of the organization has been largely focused on the overt 
military elements of the insurgency, the guerrillas. Throughout history, 
guerrillas, or the overt military elements of an insurgency, have gener-
ally been a rural component, supported by clandestine urban and support 
components, like the underground and auxiliary, both of which remained 
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largely hidden. For the West, it is easier to understand and identify with the 
overt military elements since they are generally organized along commonly 
understood military hierarchical formations and use basic infantry-type 
tactics. This is not the case with clandestine elements of an insurgency that 
require understanding of the form, function, and logic, along with patience 
and the discriminate use of force, to capture or kill through counternetwork 
operations.

As the world’s societies have migrated into the urban areas, the urban 
guerrilla, underground, and auxiliaries, all operating as clandestine cellular 
networks, have become increasingly important. This trend will only increase 
as urbanization increases, providing the “urban jungle” in which these 
clandestine cellular networks will find refuge and thrive in the future. The 
problem from a Western military perspective and for the counterinsurgent 
is that the underground and auxiliary elements exist amongst the people. 
This fact frustrates the counterinsurgent operations due to their proximity 
to the center of gravity for both the insurgent and counterinsurgent—the 
people. Any misapplication of force by the counterinsurgent automatically 
delegitimizes the government’s efforts. Thus, the ability of the clandestine 
cellular networks to blend with the human terrain increases the difficulty 
of the counternetwork operations.

To further compound this paradox is the lack of theoretical, doctrinal, 
and operational understanding of the form, function, and logic of clandes-
tine cellular networks. Since 9/11, counternetwork operations have been 
based on widely accepted information-age network theories. These theories 
have resulted in counternetwork operations focused on attacking key nodes 
and hubs within the 
network in an effort 
to disconnect the net-
work. Although these 
theories seem intui-
tive, a deeper under-
standing of the form, 
function, and logic of 
clandestine cellular 
networks reveals that 
these networks have 
little in common with 

Figure 14. An Afghan man detained as a suspected 
insurgent by Afghan and Canadian troops is led 
away with his hands bound in the village of Salavat 
in the insurgent stronghold of Panjwaii District. 
Photo used by permission of Newscom.
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information-age networks. By incorrectly focusing on the removal of single 
high-value targets or highly-connected individuals, counternetwork opera-
tions since 9/11 have operated within the tolerance level of most clandestine 
cellular networks. 

The form, function, and logic construct allows for a greater under-
standing of clandestine cellular networks and the correct application of 
counternetwork operations. First, form explains the development and inter-
action of the organizational components of the insurgency—the guerrillas, 
underground, and auxiliary—specifically focusing on the clandestine com-
ponents. Further analysis of the clandestine cellular elements reveals that 
historically, these elements have made up the largest portions of the overall 
insurgent organization. This monograph also showed that this relationship 
can be explained in much the same way as conventional military tooth-
to-tail ratios, with the guerrilla elements making up only a fraction of the 
insurgency in comparison to the clandestine elements. This understanding 
further revealed the overall historical scale of the clandestine networks, 
based on ideas of network leaders and sub-leaders recruiting and develop-
ing their subordinates.

The investigation of the organizational form also revealed compart-
mented elements built upon the foundation of the cell. Cells are connected 
via links to leaders that form branches, sub-networks, and ultimately net-
works, each with its own function or set of functions. Separating these cells, 
branches, sub-networks, and networks is a method of structure compart-
mentalization. One method is the so-called cut-out which ensures there is no 
direct link between two individuals. The other common method is ensuring 
that mission essential information is only shared on a need-to-know basis. 
Compartmentalization ultimately protects the organization by limiting 
the damage done by a counterinsurgent operation should a member of the 
network be detained or killed. The better the structural compartmentaliza-
tion, the more effectively damage will be limited. The counterinsurgent’s 
ability to exploit poor compartmentalization by tracing the direct linkages 
from one individual, cell, or network to another will effectively end at the 
cut-out if established correctly. If the cut-out is not properly established, 
then the counternetwork operations may result in catastrophic failure of 
the compartmentalization.

Second is the organizational function of the clandestine cellular network, 
which relies on the application of clandestine arts or tradecraft to lower the 
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signature of the member interaction and operations of the network. This 
is done to allow the network to maintain the lowest signature possible in 
order to deny the counterinsurgent an aspect of the clandestine cellular 
network to conduct counternetwork operations against. Clandestine art is 
also applied to minimize the interaction of network members as they pass 
information or instructions, reconnect the network after a member has been 
killed or captured, and to recruit new members to replace losses or to grow. 
Clandestine recruiting is another clandestine function that is required to 
gain access to additional logistics and political support or into target areas. 
In this case, the clandestine recruiting is used to grow the organization pur-
posefully rather than haphazardly. It is only with regard to the edge organi-
zations, such as the operational cells, that are at high risk for interdiction. 
The clandestine leader assumes this risk based on his trust of the form and 
function of his network, assuming that he has enough safe guards in place 
to remain undetected, even as he establishes, trains, and if required, replaces 
lost cells. Regardless of the precautions or where members interact within 
the organization, all interactions are high-risk endeavors. They require the 
solid application of clandestine art or tradecraft to ensure the core members 
are not detected and interdicted by the counterinsurgents.

Last is the overall logic of clandestine cellular networks. This ultimately 
centers on the movement’s long-term survival in an effort to reach its political 

goals; in other words, winning 
by not losing. The overall pur-
pose of the insurgent movement 
is long-term survival, relying on 
the form, function, and logic of 
clandestine cellular networks 
to first, minimize the signature 
of the network to make it diffi-
cult for the counterinsurgent to 

detect, and second, if detected and attacked by the counterinsurgent, to limit 
the damage. It is also about balancing the need for long-term survival to 
reach the political goal, while ensuring that the insurgency is active enough 
to gain or maintain popular internal support and external support. This 
study has also shown the logic of these networks is based on a worldview 
where time is relative to the objectives the insurgency seeks, with some core 

...time is relative to the objectives the 
insurgency seeks, with some core 
members willing to pursue goals for 
years and even decades while con-
stantly under the pressure of being 
killed or captured.
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members willing to pursue goals for years and even decades while constantly 
under the pressure of being killed or captured.

As this monograph explains, it is the clandestine cellular networks that 
ensure long-term survival of the organization, not the overt military ele-
ments against which Western militaries routinely and historically have 
focused their COIN fight. This overt element made up of guerrillas is one 
tool of the insurgency, but one that given enough time can be replaced if 
defeated or destroyed. What cannot be replaced is the core movement, those 
individuals who established the initial movement and will carry on the fight 
despite setbacks, willing to revert to previous phases of the insurgency if 
required. It is these individuals that can wait for better conditions, even if 
it means waiting for decades. This analysis further explained this point by 
comparing protracted war, military-focused, and conspiratorial insurgency 
theories. Clandestine cellular networks play a significant role in all but the 
Foco theory, which is an indicator of the non-viability of this theory given 
a competent counterinsurgent force and government.

In analyzing the logic, the pressures and stresses of living the clandes-
tine lifestyle were also studied. The pressures of living under constant fear 
of being killed or captured further separate clandestine cellular networks 
from information-age networks, such as social and business networking. The 
pressures alone force the clandestine operators to constantly worry about 
their application of the form and functions of clandestine cellular networks, 
a worry that most information-age network members do not face. Ultimately 
successful counternetwork operations rest on the ability to force the core 
members to make mistakes by pushing them out of their comfort zones and 
into carrying out an action that is detectable by the counterinsurgent. This 
can only be done when the counternetwork operations overcome the form, 
function, and logic of the network.

Lastly, six clandestine cellular network principles emerged from the 
analysis of this study, capturing the essence of the form, function, and logic, 
and centered on long-term movement survival—compartmentalization, 
resilience, low signature, purposeful growth, operational risk, and organi-
zational learning. These six principles provide a method for testing network 
theories for feasibility, acceptability, and suitability. It provides a model 
for exposing the counterinsurgent to the understanding of the critical ele-
ments of the insurgency, the clandestine cellular networks, as the first step 
in developing effective counternetwork operations.
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Recommendations

First, the U.S. military needs to conduct further research into the form, 
function, and logic of contemporary insurgencies, specifically those in Iraq, 
Afghanistan, and globally, focused on al-Qaeda and its associated move-
ments. These studies should use the Special Operations Research Office 
products from the 1960s as a model for these efforts. The author recom-
mends deploying researchers to Iraq and Afghanistan to interview former 
Sunni and Shi’a insurgents, such as the members of the Sons of Iraq, and 
detained insurgents, in order to develop an in-depth understanding of the 
local, as well as al-Qaeda and Iranian, methods of clandestine cellular net-
work operations.

Second, include a detailed discussion of the form, function, and logic of 
clandestine cellular networks in the future version of both the FM 3-24 and 
JP 3-24. The purpose of this recommendation is to increase the understand-
ing of this organizational form amongst the joint force. Until the joint force 
completely understands this aspect of insurgent movements, successful 
counterinsurgency will be difficult, if not impossible to achieve.

Third, conduct comparative analysis of the form, function, and logic 
of clandestine cellular networks with current network and network attack 
methodologies to identify which network theories and network attack meth-
odologies are truly feasible, acceptable, and suitable. Adjust current coun-
ternetwork operations—tactically, operationally, and strategically—based 
on this analysis, and include in the future versions of FM 3-24 and JP 3-24. 
Successful counternetwork operations by the joint forces will require a full 
understanding of the form, function, and logic of the clandestine cellular 
networks, or the joint force is likely to continue to apply incorrect counter-
network methodologies. This will not lead to the defeat of our networked 
adversaries, but will lead to exhaustion of the joint force, and the ultimate 
goal of insurgent movements, the exhaustion of national will to support 
partners and allies faced with insurgencies.

Last, the joint force should shift from target lists based on high value 
individuals or highly connected individuals, to target lists based on pri-
ority networks. It’s the grouping of individuals in networks that must be 
addressed, not the individuals themselves that matter. Once the targeting 
efforts shift from individual to network focus, the counternetwork opera-
tions will begin to more fully realize methods for overcoming the form, 
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function, and logic. This includes counternetwork operations against all of 
the individuals in the network near-simultaneously to overcome the ability 
of the network to adapt to single individuals being removed. Simultaneous 
attacks will further stress the ability of the networks to conduct clandestine 
functions, such as reconnecting the network around lost nodes. If a large 
amount of nodes are removed at one time, then the network will be in disar-
ray. Finally, these types of large-scale operations against the networks will 
begin to attack the logic of the insurgency, force it to either return to the 
latent and incipient phase, or face destruction.

The correct application of counternetwork operations based on under-
standing the form, function, and logic of the clandestine cellular networks 
will provide the opportunity to gain space and time for the political aspects 
of the counterinsurgency strategy to be applied. It is the political aspects that 
solve root causes of insurgency. Military action can only be used to secure 
the populace, isolate the insurgents from internal and external support, 
and provide the host nation government with the opportunity to regain the 
legitimacy to govern the entire population.
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Appendix A – Types of Clandestine Cellular 
Networks

Based on the form, function, and the previous elements of logic—goals, 
decision making, and principles—different types of clandestine cellular 
networks emerge that are not clearly captured in the form, function, and 
logic context, but are important to the overall understanding of clandes-
tine cellular networks. This monograph focused on the use of clandestine 
cellular networks within the framework of an insurgency, both interstate 
and globally. Three distinguishing aspects of types of clandestine cellular 
networks are evident: professional (trained) or non-professional (on-the-job 
training), indigenous (internal) or non-indigenous (external support), and 
then network typologies that do not fit these categories—non-state actors 
conducting global insurgency and closed-network special purpose opera-
tions of limited scope. These specific classifications of clandestine cellular 
networks are largely overlooked or misunderstood by theorists and doc-
trine. However, there are huge implications related to clearly defining the 
threat. Identifying the proficiency of the members of the network allows 
the counterinsurgents to better understand the form, function, and logic of 
a given network, to include the network’s likely strengths and weaknesses, 
which is critical to effective targeting.

“Professional” is loosely defined as an individual having some for-
malized training in conducting clandestine arts or tradecraft, while the 
non-professional has learned the trade through on-the-job training or an 
evolutionary process—in a sense, “survival of the fittest.” This taxonomy 
also includes a contrast in clandestine capability between the insurgents, 
which by definition are indigenous to a country, and members of a clan-
destine, non-indigenous, external support network, either a nation-state 
or non-state actors. Obviously, nation-states have capabilities to conduct 
espionage against rivals, as well as establishing specially-trained intelli-
gence or military special operations forces to conduct training, advising, 
and equipping of insurgencies against rivals as another tool of diplomacy. 
Although the espionage operations have always been clandestine in nature, 
the requirement to use clandestine cellular networks to support the insur-
gency has increased with urbanization in some countries, such as Iran and 
its Intelligence Services and the Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps efforts 
against the U.S. in Iraq as a good example of this growing trend. 
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Non-state actors have now emerged as another type of external sup-
port, but to date have largely been confused with the indigenous insurgent 
elements. Arguably, al-Qaeda is the current “gold standard” of non-state 
actors that use clandestine cellular networks to link like-minded inter-
state insurgencies with its global insurgent clandestine cellular network. 
Al-Qaeda, as an example, can also be further subdivided into the overall 
global insurgency movement and special-purpose networks, such as finan-
cial networks, intelligence networks, logistics support, and strategic attack 
networks, such as the closed network that carried out the 9/11 attacks. Thus, 
the six subcategories of clandestine cellular networks that emerge are: inter-
nal non-professional, internal professional, external professional, external 
non-professional, non-state clandestine networks, and non-state special 
purpose cells and networks. These will be explained in detail below.

Internal Clandestine Cellular Networks (Non-Professional and 
Professional)
First, internal non-professional clandestine cellular networks consist of 
insurgents with no formal clandestine training, which is indicative of the 
grass roots type of insurgency. The non-professionals learn largely from 
surviving their mistakes or adapting based on their observations of others’ 
successes or failures. There is also the possibility that they have access to 
military-like training manuals or the Internet, providing them access to 
the theory of clandestine operations. The top tier of this category are those 
individuals who have received some type of informal clandestine training 
from nation-state intelligence, military, or law-enforcement members, likely 
as an agent of these individuals to gather intelligence. Given these skills, 
this tier of non-professionals have a distinct advantage and better potential 
for success through the application of their training to keep the signature 
of their organization low as it develops and grows.

There is a subset of this first type routinely described as “leaderless jiha-
dists,” who start their own grassroots movements based on the ideology 
of a larger organization, but to which they do not have direct links. As 
Robert Martinage explains, “Over the past several years, a number of indi-
viduals, with distant or no links to al-Qaeda and scant terrorist training, 
have responded to its call to defensive jihad against the West. Inspired by a 
common cause, these individuals coalesce for a limited campaign or even 
a single operation.” Second, individuals with some type of formal training 
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in clandestine operations, generally from the intelligence, military, or law 
enforcement communities, develop internal professional clandestine cel-
lular networks. Having likely been trusted members of the former regime, 
these types of clandestine operators largely emerge after an authoritarian 
regime has been overthrown, such as the so-called “former-regime ele-
ments” in Iraq. Due to their positions within the security apparatus prior 
to the overthrow, they likely are still loyal to the previous regime. Thus, 
they apply their clandestine skills to counter those responsible for the over-
throw. Although beyond the scope of this monograph, this is an important 
consideration when a regime removal becomes an option for the U.S. and 
can be termed as a country’s “clandestine potential” referring to the built-in 
capacity for the population and security apparatus to use their clandestine 
skills to develop a large, but hidden clandestine cellular network. These 
elements could include former military, intelligence, or law-enforcement 
personnel who were trained by the government.

External Clandestine Cellular Networks (Non-Professional 
and Professional)
The next two types of networks are both external support networks; one is 
a nation-state network, made up of intelligence or specially trained military 
personnel, and the other is a non-state actor network. Both have certain 
commonalities that must be understood first. Nation-states or non-state 
actors provide support for insurgency, also known as unconventional war-
fare, as a low-cost, low-risk, economy of force capability to put pressure on 
an adversary nation indirectly without having to resort to conventional 
military methods. Historically, external support provides the insurgency 
with an increased likelihood of success. There are three types of external 
support—indirect, direct, and combat. Indirect support consists of political 
recognition, economic or information support, training outside of the con-
flict area, or support provided through a third party nation. Direct support 
would include the previous, but with a more direct relationship, includ-
ing providing advisors to train, equip, and advise the insurgency, short of 
combat, and most likely conducted in a sanctuary or liberated area near 
or within the state in conflict, respectively. Lastly, combat support would 
include all of the previously mentioned types of support, but advisors would 
work directly with the insurgency within the zone of conflict, accepting the 
risks associated with this type of interaction and proximity or even direct 
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conflict with the counterinsurgents.273 During Operation Iraqi Freedom, 
U.S. and coalition forces faced two external support entities, the nation-
state of Iran, providing indirect and direct support to the Shi’a insurgency, 
and al-Qaeda, a non-state actor, providing indirect, direct, and combat 
support to the Sunni insurgency, highlighting the differences between the 
two external support networks—external non-professional and external 
professional.

External non-professional clandestine cellular networks (ENP-CCN), the 
third type of clandestine cellular network is inherently defined as members 
of a non-state actor, like al-Qaeda, which provide support to an insurgency, 
also known as unconventional warfare.274 Throughout the conflict in Iraq 
and Afghanistan, this category was referred to as “foreign fighters and terror-
ists,” which is a poor descriptor since this category describes foreign entities, 
but fails to capture the purpose of their actions in support of the insurgency. 
Despite their obvious foreign origins, they are routinely lumped together 
with the insurgency, which makes it difficult for the counterinsurgent to 
understand the nuance of external support, nor the strategy for isolating 
the insurgents and population from these external actors. Zarqawi and 
his replacement, Abu Ayyub Al-Masri, are examples of this external non-
professional genre. These groups function much like the U.S. Army Special 
Forces conducting unconventional warfare, providing indirect, direct, or 
combat support to the insurgency to include training, equipping, fund-
ing, as well as advising the insurgent leaders, and if necessary, leading the 
insurgency.275 Al-Qaeda in Iraq is a good example of external support gone 
bad, having suffered from catastrophic loss of rapport with many Sunni 
insurgent groups and the Sunni population in 2007. Zarqawi also received 
harsh criticism from the al-Qaeda core, primarily Ayman al-Zawahiri in 
2004, for his attacks on the Shi’a population, showing the fine balance that 
these external support networks must face.

Indirectly, Zarqawi’s efforts led to the establishment of recruiting capa-
bilities outside the zone of conflict, and then clandestinely infiltrating these 
individuals, also referred to as “foreign fighters,” using clandestine routes 
or “rat lines” from Europe and the Middle East into Iraq. Rather than being 
leaders or advisors to the insurgency, these individuals are largely used 
by AQ cadres as suicide bombers, a method of non-state precision attack, 
more appropriately described as the jihadi direct attack munitions, a low-
technology equivalent to the U.S. joint direct attack munitions, a global 
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positioning system-guided precision munition. The support networks that 
infiltrate these individuals and provide support to the al-Qaeda elements 
in Iraq, whether financial or even within the information realm by running 
al-Qaeda websites, including providing cyber-based training materials, are 
all part of the indirect support provided by the external, non-professional 
network. These networks support the Sunni indigenous networks directly 
through finances, training, advising, and when necessary organizing and 
leading. This is generally the role Zarqawi had, not participating directly 
in combat, but more at the managerial level, working with the leaders of 
the various insurgent groups to gain consensus and unity of effort. His 
subordinates provided support to local insurgent movements on a regular 
basis, and provided training, equipment, finances, advisory assistance, and 
leadership at that level, which included supporting these indigenous units 
when they engaged in combat. Understanding this allows the counterin-
surgency to focus on cutting off external support to deny the insurgents the 
resources, training, advice, and even leadership, provided by these external 
support networks. The “external non-professional” categorization applies 
only within the context of interstate insurgency. The clandestine potential 
of these advisors varies from very good to very poor depending largely on 
how they were trained.

The fourth type of clandestine cellular network is a nation-state’s external 
support networks made up of intelligence personnel and/or special opera-
tions forces referred to here as external professional clandestine cellular 
networks. This type of support has taken place throughout history. During 
Napoleon’s conquest of Spain between 1808 and 1814, in which the term 
“guerrilla” was first coined, Napoleon’s forces encountered an insurgency 
supported by the British. Even earlier than this, the British supported the 
Calabrian brigands in Southern Italy against Napoleon between 1806 and 
1811. External support to insurgencies, especially with respect to large num-
bers of clandestine cellular external support networks, reached its peak 
during World War II when the British Special Operations Executive and 
the American Office of Strategic Services provided the largest clandestine 
efforts in history to support resistance movements throughout occupied 
Europe and Asia. During the Cold War, external support to insurgency was 
the primary method of conflict for the super powers, with the Soviet Union 
and the U.S. both supporting insurgencies throughout the world in attempt 
to limit the other superpower’s influence in the region. The U.S. faced an 
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Iran-backed insurgency in Iraq, where Iran covertly supported the Shi’a by 
providing training, funding, and providing lethal aid, largely used to target 
U.S. forces and force their withdrawal.

Special Types of Clandestine Cellular Networks for Non-State 
Actors with Global Reach
The larger clandestine cellular network of al-Qaeda, the global insurgency, 
and other non-state actors can simply be described as non-state, non-pro-
fessional clandestine cellular network (NS-NP-CCN), a fifth category. The 
difference between this network type and the external non-professional 
type is in its scale and location. The previous typologies were linked to an 
interstate insurgency and the insurgents and external support networks. 
This special category, the non-state, non-professional refers to the larger 
al-Qaeda global insurgency movement. Thus, in one sense, AQ by itself fits 
the NS-NP-CCN typology, but from a different point of analysis focused 
on external support to an insurgency, AQ would be categorized as previ-
ously mentioned, ENP-CCN. The application of these typologies by the 
analyst must be based on the problem being solved—a non-state actor as 
a global insurgency or a non-state actor providing external support to an 
insurgency.

Additionally, a study of al-Qaeda reveals that not only is it a global insur-
gency that uses and externally supports like-minded insurgencies to further 
its cause, it also uses special-purpose cells and networks to conduct strategic, 
direct-action operations against its “near and far enemies.” This requires a 
sixth, and final category—non-state, special-purpose clandestine cellular 
networks—the so-called “terrorist cells and network.” The 9/11 hijackers 
and their support network—a closed system—fits this classification per-
fectly. Other examples include the cells and networks that carried out the 
attacks against the USS Cole (2000), the Tanzania and Nairobi Embassy 
bombings (1998), and the Mumbai attacks (2008). Although clearly terrorist 
acts, the “terrorists” themselves were really specially selected and trained 
individuals chosen for these operations. This is very similar to the way a 
nation-state would choose a special operations unit to conduct a specific, 
compartmented operation of specific purpose. Networks and cells of this 
type are generally hand-picked by their core-leadership to conduct intel-
ligence gathering, logistics and support operations, and ultimately direct-
action operations—terrorist acts, ambushes, raids, murder, and hostage 
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taking. What makes these cells different is not only their focused purpose, 
but also that they are closed networks, which means that they generally are 
not adding new members.

Although these types of networks may fluctuate in size, they are gen-
erally not growing like other networks since they have a predetermined 
mission, which requires certain skills, logistics support, and intelligence 
preparation. It is likely that as the mission or network leaders identify a need 
for special skills or additional support, those elements can be added; these 
additions are known and trusted individuals that may or may not know 
the overall plan. These special-purpose networks and cells are specifically 
trained, funded, and supported for a certain target. Their mission cycle 
follows a general pattern of identifying a target that meets the overall effect 
sought by the core leadership, then developing the intelligence for the target, 
establishing the support infrastructure for the mission, attacking the target, 
and lastly, collapsing the intelligence and support networks once the opera-
tion is complete to protect the members for future use. Due to their closed 
nature, it is very difficult for law enforcement to identify these networks 
unless they make mistakes that raise their signature. However, if this breach 
happens, law enforcement has generally been very successful at dismantling 
these operations quickly. The logic of these clandestine cellular networks is 
different than other categories, since this is a very mission-focused group 
that relies heavily on form and function for protection due to the fact that 
they are operating within a foreign environment. If security forces breach 
the compartmentalized and closed network, the entire network is usually 
exposed and arrested. Members who escape have to assume that the mission 
is compromised, and thus cancelled due to the increased risk, resulting in 
mission failure.
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Appendix B - Clandestine Potential

Complex insurgencies, such as in Iraq and Afghanistan, consist of a mixture 
of clandestine cellular networks and their overt elements. Although under-
standing the types of networks present in an active insurgency informs the 
development of effective counternetwork operations, this same knowledge 
can inform planners on the types of insurgent threats that may emerge due 
to U.S. military operations in the future, such as the insurgencies encoun-
tered as part of Operation Enduring Freedom and Operation Iraqi Freedom. 
For this monograph, the capability of an insurgency, both inherent and 
when supported by external entities, is referred to as clandestine potential. 
This potential is derived by the “type” of networks as explained in Appen-
dix A—internal or external, professional or non-professional. Each type 
determines the overall likelihood that the insurgent movement will be able 
to successfully build a core group, underground, and auxiliary, without 
disruption, upon which is built the overt guerrilla units.

The clandestine potential is determined by the network members’ experi-
ences, society, and culture, as well as external support capabilities provided 
by a nation-state or non-state actor in the form of training, advising, and 
providing resources to increase this potential. Thus, an insurgent move-
ment with members who were former intelligence or military officers 
trained in the clandestine arts would have a greater clandestine potential 
to develop a successful clandestine cellular network than a movement made 
up of untrained amateurs who simply take up a cause and learn to operate 
clandestinely through evolutionary growth based on trial and error, much 
like on-the-job training. So experientially, school-trained individuals of a 
nation-state’s intelligence or military forces would have the requisite skills 
to clandestinely link into a core of individuals and begin to grow a clan-
destine organization, as well as having the understanding on how to apply 
the principles of clandestine operations to different physical, human, and 
security environments.

In societies largely controlled by the government through the use of 
internal, human-intelligence collection networks, as found in authoritarian 
regimes like Saddam Hussein’s, there would also be substantial clandestine 
potential. In this example, even within a family, members may be intelli-
gence collectors for the government, yet due to their clandestine ability, the 
family has no idea that they are passing information to an internal security 
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handler. These same skills, as explained in form and function sections in the 
monograph, apply readily to all clandestine operations, including establish-
ing an insurgency. This potential is further increased if the regime, with 
its professional intelligence and military elements, has garnered contacts 
in other sympathetic nations and can leverage these contacts immediately 
after being overthrown to provide depth and sanctuaries in other countries, 
further exacerbating the counterinsurgents’ difficulties. A regime worried of 
being overthrown may also establish plans for using insurgency as a method 
of regaining power. Thus, comparing counterinsurgency efforts in Iraq with 
those in Afghanistan based on clandestine potential, the U.S. military could 
have identified the clandestine potential in Iraq as a significant threat in the 
post-conflict operations versus those in Afghanistan. Continuing the Iraq 
example, if this had been identified as an issue, one of the initial tasks would 
have been to use population-control measures to limit movement and dis-
rupt the ability of these networks from contacting each other clandestinely 
and developing an underground organization. These networks could also 
have been attacked early in their underground development as intelligence 
became available to further disrupt or neutralize their efforts before they 
were able to move into the guerrilla warfare phase, thus keeping them in a 
latent or incipient phase of insurgency.

In a country that lacks inherent potential, a third party nation-state or 
non-state actor may be able to provide training, advising, and equipping 
either directly, indirectly, or in a combat role to increase the clandestine 
potential. Normally, this would be difficult and would likely take a long 
time based on just small special operations teams or individual intelligence 
agents slowly increasing the potential over time, as well as organizing a 
disparate insurgency by providing a liaison and establishing relationships 
between disparate groups being advised by the external support mecha-
nism. However, there is another method for a nation- or non-nation-state 
to rapidly increase the clandestine potential by infiltrating large numbers 
of intelligence or military members, or diasporas who have been selected 
and trained in clandestine operations and conducting insurgency. If they 
have links to the target country, they are readily accepted back into their 
homeland, especially at the end of a crisis.

Examples of this external effort to increase the clandestine potential is 
the Vietminh cadres left behind by the North Vietnamese government at the 
end of the Indochina War as well as efforts by Iran to introduce forces, such 
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as the Badr Corps, and Shi’a-Iraqis who had sought refuge in Iran for years 
prior to the U.S. liberation of Iraq. In the first case, the Vietminh were able 
to take advantage of the political situation to ensure cadres were left behind 
or infiltrated back into South Vietnam in the late 1950s and early 1960s to 
set conditions for the ensuing insurgency that the U.S. and South Vietnam 
faced throughout the Vietnam War. In the second case, and yet to be studied 
in depth, Iran infiltrated the Badr Corps into Iraq under the auspices that 
this force was made up of former Iraqis who Iran hoped would be viewed 
as liberators, not as Iranian proxies, despite the fact that this unit had long 
been supported and developed by Iran. This large, well-trained force was 
infiltrated into key Shi’a areas following the overthrow of Saddam to boost 
the “clandestine potential” of those areas that did not readily have networks 
or the know-how to set their own networks. This effort increased the capa-
bilities and clandestine potential over a series of months and years.
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